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In response, SARE’s Southern region funded the development of an advisory handbook to provide a theoretical basis for agricultural systems research and also to serve as a user-friendly guide for researchers, farmers, extension agents, educators, policymakers and other natural and social scientists seeking to implement a systems approach to agricultural research. The result is this handbook, Systems Research for Agriculture, which is designed to assist investigators in furthering their understanding of agricultural systems research while providing hands-on guidance through the multiple steps needed to implement such a project.
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The genesis of this handbook began with a project supported by SARE during the first round of research and education grants the program offered. At the time, I was searching for a way to transition from marine ecology into agricultural research after having recently graduated from University of California, Davis with a PhD in zoology. It was 1988; ecologists in agriculture were still rare and ecology was not widely considered to be relevant to agriculture. When our interdisciplinary team’s proposal for an agroecological study comparing organic and conventional vegetable farms in California’s Central Valley was selected as one of the first SARE-funded research projects, we were ecstatic. My role in this project set me on a path that eventually led me to write this handbook.

In the course of carrying out this on-farm research I became convinced of the need for much more interdisciplinary, systems-based research to support the transition to sustainable agriculture. In particular, because I was trained in a field where it is commonplace to study real ecological systems, I was astonished by the scarcity of information about how actual farms function as complex ecological systems.

In all the years since, the central challenge of sustainability has not changed. Humanity must find a way to produce abundant, nutritious food without undermining the prospect for future generations to do the same. However, our understanding of what is required to meet this goal has evolved to include fundamental knowledge about ecological and social systems grounded by practical, farmer know-how, and our view of agriculture has expanded to embrace the idea of “multifunctional agricultural systems,” a concept that recognizes that farming systems can produce food, fodder and fiber while also providing additional “ecosystem services” to humans. Ecosystem services are the other life-support outcomes produced by the biosphere on which we depend, such as water purification, soil formation, nutrient and water cycling, and climate regulation, to name a few. The revised mission of the USDA reflects this evolution in thinking and recognizes the value of multifunctional agricultural systems in achieving sustainability. Toward that end, environmental conservation, rural development, human nutrition and health, and farm productivity and profitability are all considered to be key goals of agriculture by the USDA and countless institutions involved in the agricultural sector. As a result, the need for systems thinking in agriculture has never been greater. Furthermore, the value of agroecological, systems-based and interdisciplinary research approaches as well as on-farm studies that target these multidimensional goals is now widely recognized.

I hope *Systems Research for Agriculture* will serve as a user-friendly guide for natural and social scientists, extension professionals, educators and policymakers seeking to implement an interdisciplinary, systems approach to agricultural research. I also hope it will be used to help train the next generation of agricultural scientists so that they can draw on this research approach to complement conventional, disciplinary research methods.

*Systems Research for Agriculture* begins with a brief introduction to the theoretical basis for agricultural systems research, followed by detailed, step-by-step guidance on how to form effective interdisciplinary teams and design and carry out systems research, with an emphasis on interdisciplinary projects. Conducting systems research is not like baking a cake, so there is no specific recipe for success. Instead, I have tried to provide many examples to illustrate the diverse range of strategies that have been used in effective systems projects. The topic of systems research in agriculture is vast and growing at a rapid rate. I feel that I have only captured the most basic information, despite all the work that has gone into this book. There simply was not room to cover everything, so I have tried to provide a reasonable list of additional resources to supplement this handbook.

The original intention was to develop a short booklet on this subject, but during the writing process it grew into an ambitious handbook of five chapters. Along the way, many people made important contributions, and I am indebted to all of them. I am grateful to Southern SARE and Dr.
Jeffrey Jordan for recognizing the need for this handbook and funding the early stages of the work. His foresight made it possible to begin this project, by enabling me to gather experiences from many different people early on in the writing process. As a result, *Systems Research for Agriculture* contains the collective experiences of many of the nation’s leading agricultural systems researchers. I am also grateful to Louise Buck, who played a key role in carrying out the groundwork that shaped the content of this handbook. Early in the project, she organized focus groups and conducted phone interviews with scientists who are leaders in agricultural systems research, many of whom reviewed the final product. Louise also contributed substantially to chapter 2.

I am thankful to the many people who served as sounding boards and who reviewed individual chapters or the entire manuscript at various points in the process, including Jill Auburn, Michel Cavigelli, Doug Constance, Nancy Creamer, Heather Karsten, Laura Lengnick, Mark Lipson, Marla McIntosh, Michelle Miller, Stephen Mirsky, Paul Mueller, Sieglinde Snapp, John Teasdale and Kathleen Yeater. I appreciate their useful comments. The book would not be what it is without the editors: I wish to thank Dave Malakoff as well as the countless past and present SARE Outreach staff for their editorial roles, including Valerie Berton, Andy Clark, Diana Friedman, Kim Kroll, Dena Leibman, Abigail Massey, Sean McGovern, Rachel Patterson, Mandy Rodrigues and Andy Zieminski. In particular, I want to acknowledge the contributions of Diana Friedman for shaping the introduction and chapter 1 so that interdisciplinary agricultural systems research is clearly linked to the SARE mission.

I am extremely grateful to the many farmers who have been generous with their time, contributing to my research and helping me to truly understand farming. They include Brian Caldwell, Jean-Paul Courtens, Jim Durst, Lou Johns, Lou Lego, Klaas Martins, and Ann and Eric Nordell. Lastly, I want to acknowledge and thank those colleagues whose ideas and insights have influenced my understanding of agricultural and ecological research: Deborah Letourneau, Mark Lipson, Chuck Mohler, Sieglinde Snapp, Ariena van Bruggen and Michelle Wander.

Laurie Drinkwater
June 2016
Introduction

We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking as when we created them.
—Albert Einstein

Agriculture in the United States is undergoing rapid transformation. Alongside production and economic pressures, farmers face a complicated suite of environmental goals such as protecting water and air resources, reducing agrochemical use, mitigating greenhouse gases and conserving biodiversity. In addition, many troublesome issues are directly linked to the dominant agricultural production system, including agrichemical runoff leading to dead zones and drinking water contamination, aquifer depletion, widely variable farm income, and loss of biodiversity.

To address these problems and also to create productive agricultural systems that protect the environment, provide sustainable income for farmers and help maintain healthy rural communities, agricultural research must be able to generate information that improves the whole farming
A Whole-Farm System viewpoint incorporates all of the environmental and socioeconomic aspects of a farm, including the larger environmental and socioeconomic context in which it is embedded.
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A Whole-Farm System viewpoint incorporates all of the environmental and socioeconomic aspects of a farm, including the larger environmental and socioeconomic context in which it is embedded.

Agricultural research must shift from measuring farm “performance” by single indicators such as yield and profit, to evaluating success using a multidimensional approach that incorporates the three dimensions of sustainability: environmental, social and economic.

Systems research, holistic in nature and comprehensive in scope, is one such approach that can contribute to the development of agricultural systems that are environmentally, economically and socially viable while meeting production needs and addressing these systemic problems.

Systems research offers many benefits for agriculture and for society as a whole. By analyzing the complex interactions between farming practices and environmental and societal impacts, systems research can provide solutions and alternatives to these very problems while helping farmers maintain a sustainable livelihood. A systems approach also reaches beyond the individual field or farm to encompass the broader economy and environment, such as a rural community, watershed or county. Figure I.1 shows one model of an agricultural system. The graphic shows the components that comprise a food system, and the connections and relationships among those components. (See Chase and Grubinger [2014] for other viewpoints on agricultural and food systems.)

Because systems research can explore the mechanisms of entire agricultural systems, it frequently involves a diverse array of stakeholders such as producers, consumers, federal, state and local agencies, and extension agents. By integrating the expertise of these stakeholders, systems research teams can develop solutions that are applicable to real-world situations, and this approach often provides a wider range of innovative solutions compared to a single-discipline approach. Outside of research institutions, farmers continuously develop novel management systems that they share through farmer networks. By incorporating this wider knowledge base into the research process, participants learn from one another at all stages (Figure I.2).

Finally, systems approaches require that researchers from a variety of fields collaborate in designing and carrying out the research. Biological and environmental researchers join with sociological, political and economic experts to address factors such as the markets, laws and regulations that influence farmers’ decision-making processes. For example, much research on environmental concerns such as water contamination, soil degradation or loss of biodiversity...
ty has been conducted by biophysical and social scientists working separately. Solutions from biophysical scientists might emphasize changes in production practices, which often have limited success because they fail to account for socioeconomic factors. Likewise, policies based primarily on maximizing economic efficiency often do not reflect the environmental and climatic variability that farmers must respond to in managing their production systems.

Using a systems approach, researchers from these different disciplines join together to incorporate agronomic, ecological, economic and sociological theory. In doing so, they can develop a better understanding of how people make decisions and take action, and of how those actions affect yields, farm economics and the broader environmental, social and food systems.

Switching from single-outcome, reductionist research to systems research is not a simple proposition. This kind of shift involves major modifications of experimental designs and research protocols. Effective implementation of systems research requires researchers to take a different perspective on and approach to agricultural systems, scientific collaboration and experimental design, embracing substantial team effort and a crossing of disciplines, both of which are not the norms in university and research environments. Systems research also requires a significant time commitment, both in the short and long term. And finally, implementing a systems approach requires addressing institutional barriers, such as the lack of long-term funding for research and the promotion and tenure requirements for junior faculty.

However, as American agriculture continues to embrace sustainability, many of these barriers are shrinking. Practices that were considered fringe or alternative toward the end of the 20th century, such as cover cropping, integrated pest management and crop rotation, have been readily adopted by mainstream farmers. Market forces, such as those driven by consumer interest in organic and local foods, have become a main force in promoting farmer adoption of these and many other practices that emphasize sustainability. In response to widespread adoption of these approaches, many institutional research programs at the EPA and USDA now routinely incorporate sustainability and interdisciplinary systems approaches into their funding requirements. These programs, including the Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative Program, the Organic Transitions Program, the Agriculture Food and Research Initiative, the Specialty Crop Research Initiative, the Agricultural Research Service and the Natural Resources Conservation Service provide further support for moving American agriculture toward more sustainable systems and the application of systems research (National Research Council, 2010). In its report Toward Sustainable Agricultural Systems in the 21st Century, the National Research Council (2010) calls for a transformative systems approach to modern agriculture, based on a systems approach, that involves integrating various research and extension disciplines and directing research toward innovative production systems that embody the goals of sustainability.

While not all scientific investigations can or should be conducted as large-scale, cross-disciplinary systems projects, even scientists whose research is narrower in scope can benefit from bringing a systems perspective to their work. Any line of inquiry is enhanced when researchers give thought to how their work fits into the larger context of agriculture, the environment and society.

As farmers continue down the path toward sustainability, as researchers incorporate systems thinking and approaches, and as the consumer-driven market presses for cleaner and healthier agriculture, systems research will continue to move to the forefront of the research agenda and help to develop new and vibrant systems for all of American agriculture. It is our hope that this book will contribute to that movement and discussion.

**About Systems Research for Agriculture**

This handbook is organized into five chapters that provide an overview of the theoretical underpinnings and history of systems research, give concrete examples of existing systems research projects, and offer detailed practical guidance on how to organize and execute a collaborative systems project. Each chapter includes a case study that highlights key facets of a systems research approach. An extensive list of recommended resources for each chapter can be found at the back of the book on p. 87–91.

Chapter 1, *Introduction to Agricultural Systems and Agricultural Systems Research: A Paradigm Change*, defines agricultural systems for the purpose of systems research, compares systems research with reductionist research methods, briefly describes the background and theory of agroecological and agricultural systems research, and provides concrete examples for shifting to a systems research paradigm.

Chapter 2, *Collaboration, Decision Making and Organizational Structure for Agricultural Systems Research*, provides guidance on how to develop leadership, teamwork and collaboration, build an interdisciplinary research team, instill a culture of collaboration, engage farmers and other
nonacademic stakeholders in the research process, be an effective facilitator, conduct productive meetings, and manage inevitable tensions and disagreements.

Chapter 3, *Planning Interdisciplinary Agricultural Systems Research*, focuses on the process of planning a systems research project, including goal setting, hypothesis development, experimental design, site selection, statistical method considerations, and financial planning.

Chapter 4, *Analyzing the Performance and Sustainability of Agricultural Systems*, considers methods for managing complex data sets generated by systems projects, including statistical and mathematical tools (univariate and multivariate analyses and mathematical modeling), natural resource accounting methods (life cycle assessments, ecological footprints and carbon footprints), and sustainability indicators.

Chapter 5, *Implementing a Systems Research Project: Troubleshooting and Putting It All Together*, assembles the remaining pieces, with an emphasis on moving a project from startup to final publication, and provides a roadmap for developing and confirming plans, dealing with budget and accountability issues, and building flexible, resilient organizational structures.

**References**


WorldLink. 2014. Nourish Food System Map. www.nourishlife.org. All rights reserved.
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When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe.
—John Muir

Understanding Agricultural Systems
Agricultural systems can be described in many ways. Over the years, researchers and farmers alike have used a variety of terms, such as farming system, cropping system, organic, ecological, to identify agricultural systems based on particular characteristics or definitions. Many of these common terms are outlined in Box 1.1 (p. 12). In addition to these terms, which focus on unique sets of practices, management techniques, and sometimes philosophies, other definitions (e.g., a corn-soybean system, a vegetable or hog production system) focus on the commodity being produced. For the purposes of this handbook, we will use the term agricultural system to refer broadly to any system that produces livestock and crops (food, feed, fiber and/or energy), including the social, political and economic components of that system.

When appropriate, case studies or examples that fit into the categories in Box 1.1 will be identified, but agricultural systems researchers should not feel bound by these definitions when conceptualizing their own systems for research and educational purposes. Rather, they should pick and choose from each to best develop or delineate their own systems.

Key Concepts of Agricultural Systems
Drawing from general systems theory and ecosystem ecology, the following concepts provide the foundation for agroecology and are essential for conceptualizing and understanding agricultural systems for research purposes (Drinkwater, 2009). Taken together, they also provide a framework for facilitating interdisciplinary research.
1. Agricultural Systems are Defined by Unique Spatial and Temporal Boundaries

Agricultural system boundaries can be fixed, as is the case with a farm, for example, but systems can also be defined using subjective boundaries. In agricultural systems research, spatial and temporal boundaries are determined by research goals, the structure of the underlying environment, socioeconomic and political structures and by land-use decisions made by farmers and farm communities. For this reason, after the research question(s) or hypothesis is developed, the first step in delineating the system under study is to identify the physical and temporal boundaries that align with the problem being addressed. In a watershed study, for example, an experiment designed to measure the impact of spring tillage and planting on water quality could have a short-term focus. If the emphasis were to quantify nutrient loads leaving the watershed, then a multiyear study would be needed to reflect seasonal and year-to-year variability. Physical boundaries for a system vary widely, from a field or management unit or the property line for a specific farm (Shreck et al., 2006), to a collection of farms, an entire watershed (Strock et al., 2005) or a county.

2. Agricultural Systems are Composed of Interacting Subsystems

All systems are composed of many smaller, interacting subsystems that interact in either a hierarchical or non-hierarchical manner. The predominance of nested hierarchies of subsystems within agricultural and ecological systems is a striking feature. Watersheds are a prime example of a system composed of a nested hierarchy of subsystems. A large river basin, for instance, includes many smaller tributaries draining smaller watersheds, each of which has its own smaller system of tributaries and watersheds. Nested hierarchies are not always smaller versions of a larger system, as is the case with watersheds. More commonly, agricultural systems are composed of subsystems that have their own unique properties. For instance, fields may be aggregated into farms, and farms into watersheds, agricultural regions or counties (Strock et al., 2005; Gentry et al., 2009). In other words, each level in the nested hierarchy is composed of smaller systems that are distinctly different from the larger system. Alternatively, subsystems can also exhibit non-hierarchical relationships as seen in an integrated farm that produces grains and animals. In this case, the two enterprises are simply interacting subsystems within the larger farming system and are connected by exchanges of crop outputs (grain and forages for animal feed) and nutrients (manure applied to fields).

3. System Processes Occur at Different Scales and Rates

Just as system boundaries have unique physical and temporal boundaries, system processes also vary in space and time. For example, processes such as nutrient cycling occur at scales from a few microns to a whole plant, and from a single field to a farming community. Similarly, time-based processes can range from minutes to centuries; decomposition of labile organic matter, or population changes in pests due to predator–prey interactions, can occur within a single growing season (Letourneau, 1997; Puget et al., 2000). In contrast, detectable changes in stabilized soil organic matter or the emergence of weed resistance to herbicides can take years or decades to manifest (Aref and Wander, 1997; Vidal et al., 2007). During major shifts in management regimes, such as the transition from conventional to organic management or from conventional tillage to no-tillage, the rate of change for certain processes can be rapid, while other processes are not detectable for years or decades. For example, replacing fallow with cover crops can affect soil decomposers long before changes in total soil organic carbon can be detected. Because different processes will not reach dynamic steady-state conditions at the same time, the time frame of these various processes needs to be considered when planning research, particularly when focusing on the transition from one management system to another, because legacy effects from the previous system can interact with newly imposed practices.

4. System Structure Determines Function

In agroecosystems, structural properties (e.g., soil type, climate, biodiversity) drive functions such as plant productivity, nitrogen retention or greenhouse gas emissions, as well as emergent properties such as stability and resilience. This relationship between structure and function provides a useful framework for designing agricultural systems to optimize particular functions or for understanding the basis for differences across agroecosystems. For example, greater biodiversity in natural ecosystems often corresponds with greater productivity and enhanced resilience of the system. Thus, intentional management of species diversity can be a key strategy for achieving sustainable farming systems (Jackson et al., 2007).

5. Agricultural Systems are Open Systems

Agricultural systems are open, meaning that energy, nutrients, organisms and information constantly cross system boundaries. Quantification of net flows among system components and into and out of systems, such as nutrient and energy budgets, mass balance calculations and life-cycle analysis, is important for understanding the movements
and effects of these processes and properties. For example, quantification of nutrient flow across a predefined system boundary such as a field or watershed is essential to understanding the impact of farm management on long-term soil fertility and on the surrounding landscape.

6. Agricultural Systems Have Emergent Properties
All systems have emergent properties, or characteristics and behaviors that are only apparent at higher levels of system complexity (von Bertalanffy, 1968). In other words, these properties only emerge when the system is operating as a complex of subsystems; emergent properties do not exist when the subsystems or components are observed in isolation. For example, animal organ systems, such as the digestive, reproductive and cardiovascular systems, exist as such but are not viable in isolation; however, when combined in an animal structure, the emergent property of life becomes apparent. In agricultural systems, soil quality can be considered an emergent property because it exists only as a function of the interactions among soil biological, physical and chemical processes (Carter et al., 2004). Sustainability is also considered an emergent property, because it emerges from the multiple social and physical interactions within the system (Chase and Grubinger, 2014; Lengnick, 2015).

Understanding Systems Research
With these key concepts as the foundation, the goal of systems research is to develop knowledge about how a complex system functions as a whole. This goal, with the assumption that the interactions among components must be studied in order to understand the whole system, is the hallmark of systems thinking. Hence, agricultural systems research strives to develop knowledge about (1) how an agricultural system is influenced by the relationships among its component parts and (2) how that complex system functions as a whole.

From Reductionist Research to Systems Theory: Getting from There to Here
Unlike reductionist research, systems research strives to provide an understanding of how complex systems function as a whole and presumes that (1) a complex system is characterized by nonlinear interactions among its components, and that (2) these interactions create the feedbacks that are the basis for the self-regulatory and emergent qualities of complex systems. In other words, any complex system is more than the sum of its parts. This approach differs from the guiding assumptions of reductionist science, which are that (1) systems can be broken down into their individual components and analyzed as independent entities, and (2) components can be added together in a linear fashion to describe the total system.

While reductionist science has a place in the research toolbox, systems-based research, and specifically interdisciplinary systems research (discussed further in chapter 2), provides an additional tool for better understanding real-world complexity while emphasizing the connections between production systems and the associated environmental and social systems.

The roots of agricultural systems research can be traced back to the 1800s, when the first long-term crop rotation studies were established to compare distinct cropping systems. In the United States, most of these early experiments, such as the Morrow Plots (established in 1876 at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) and Sanborn Field (established in 1888 at the University of Missouri), were initiated to compare simplified rotations with traditional, complex rotations using animal and green manures.

As research shifted in the 1940s to management strategies such as soluble fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides that were effective in much shorter time frames, and therefore could be studied using reductionist methods, cropping systems research fell out of favor.

However, farming systems research, which focuses on economic goals as well as production systems, arose in international development circles during the 1970s as a strategy to help limited-resource farmers improve production technologies (Shaner, 1982). This approach garnered attention from international agriculture and rural development organizations for its promise to overcome the limitations of conventional agricultural research, which was oriented exclusively toward supporting national production and development goals without regard to their effects on rural producers and consumers. For the first time, research teams that included agronomists, economists and farmers began to study working farms. By the late 1980s, this type of research had become institutionalized in national and international agricultural policy.
Over time and throughout the literature, agricultural systems have generally been defined by philosophy or management practices. For example, a farming system is defined as “the manner in which a particular set of farm resources is assembled within its environment...for the production of primary agricultural products...a unique and reasonably stable arrangement of farming enterprises that a household manages according to well-defined practices in response to the physical, biological, and socioeconomic environment and resources.” (IRRI, 2012).

Definitions of some major types of farming systems in common use by agricultural researchers, policymakers and farmers follow.

**Conservation agriculture systems** employ resource-conserving methods but are also considered high-output agricultural systems. Conservation farming typically involves the integrated use of minimal tillage, cover crops and crop rotations.

**Reduced- or low-input farming systems** minimize the use of off-farm resources such as commercially purchased chemicals and fuels. These systems also tighten nutrient and energy cycles and use internal resources such as biological pest controls, solar or wind energy, biologically fixed nitrogen, and other nutrients from green manures, organic matter or soil reserves. Many reduced- or low-input farming systems are examples of integrated farming systems.

**Integrated farming systems** combine methods of conventional and organic production systems in an attempt to balance environmental quality and economic profit. For example, integrated farmers build their soils with composts and green manure crops but also use some synthetic fertilizers in addition to biological, cultural and mechanical pest control practices.

**Alternative livestock production systems** use lower-confinement housing and rely more on pastures than do conventional and industrial livestock farms. A common example in dairy farming is the use of intensive rotational grazing practices in which short-duration, intensive grazing episodes are followed by long rest periods that allow pastures or fields to recover.

**Integrated crop–livestock farming systems** generate a significant fraction of animal feed on cropland and pastures owned or managed by the livestock farmer. These systems use the crop and livestock enterprises to efficiently recycle nutrients, promote crop rotations and insulate livestock farmers from price fluctuations in feed and input markets.

**Organic agriculture** is both an ecological production management system and a labeling term that indicates that the food or other agricultural product has been produced using approved methods that integrate cultural, biological and mechanical practices that foster cycling of resources, promote ecological balance and conserve biodiversity. Synthetic fertilizers, sewage sludge, irradiation and genetic engineering may not be used.

**Ecologically based farming systems** emphasize the use of ecological pest management, nutrient cycling, and natural and renewable resources to enhance soil health and protect water quality. Organic and other “natural” farming systems fall under this category, relying on many common practices such as crop rotations, biological pest control, manures and avoiding all or most synthetic fertilizers and pest controls.

**Food systems** refer to a complex set of activities and institutions that link food production to food consumption. Food system studies often use a “commodity chain” approach to analyze production, processing, selling and consumption.

(Adapted from National Research Council, 2010)
international agriculture research organizations worldwide (Baker and Norman, 1990).

In the United States, interest in whole-systems research was revived in the 1980s, largely as a result of the sustainable agriculture movement. Much of the early research around sustainability drew from the international farming system movement. The Farming Systems Trial at the Rodale Institute was the earliest of these second-generation cropping system experiments in the United States (Liebhardt et al., 1989; Peterson et al., 1999). This long-term trial influenced numerous cropping systems experiments established in the United States during the 1980s and 1990s. Early examples funded by SARE include the Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems (SAFS) Project in Davis, California, (see p. 35), the Research Unit at the Center for Environmental Farming Systems (CEFS) in Greensboro, North Carolina (see p. 20), studies on forage and livestock systems in High Plains agriculture in Texas, and a study on transitioning from conventional to organic agriculture in West Virginia. More recent examples of SARE-funded systems projects include the development of sustainable cropping systems for dairy operations at Penn State and a fully integrated, self-sustaining dairy farm at the University of New Hampshire (see p. 76).

At the same time, ecologists were beginning to apply ideas about ecosystems to agriculture, eventually giving rise to the concept of “agroecosystems” and a new conceptual framework for studying agricultural systems known as agroecology (Gliessman, 2014). By providing a solid theoretical and conceptual base, agroecology has played a huge role in the development of whole-systems thinking in agriculture (Gliessman, 2014). Much of the theory and many of the ideas presented in this handbook are derived from agroecology and agroecosystem-based research.

While systems-based research cannot replace reductionist science, it can provide an additional tool to better understand the complexity of the real world while emphasizing the connections between production systems and the associated environmental and social systems.

**Changing Paradigms for Agricultural Research**

Moving from a reductionist approach to a systems approach is a complex process that involves more than minor modifications to experimental designs or research protocols. Effective implementation of systems research requires thinking and acting in entirely different ways about agriculture and agricultural systems, scientific collaboration and experimental design.

This shift can be loosely divided into the following three areas:

**Rethink.** Researchers must move from concentrating on individual components and simplistic cause-and-effect relationships, to a holistic view that encompasses all parts of the system and the interconnectedness among those parts. In other words, researchers must think in terms of whole systems when defining the system under study.

**Redesign.** Researchers must overhaul the way in which they design agricultural research as they move from factorial to systems approaches.

**Regroup.** Collaboration is essential. Because real-world agronomic problems rarely occur within disciplinary boundaries, teams of scientists and agricultural practitioners who are familiar with different parts of the system and who can share their expert knowledge must work together to accomplish problem solving. In many large-scale systems research projects, particularly those funded by SARE, farmers are at the research table from day one, providing input and suggestions for design and implementation.

**Rethinking the Experimental Approach**

The move away from a focus on individual parts and cause-effect relationships to a holistic view is critical to applying a systems approach. A good first step is to develop a conceptual model or map of the components and interactions that make up the system of interest. Such models can be very useful in developing the research questions and hypotheses. For example, consider the following case study that contrasts reductionist and systems approaches to management of the soybean aphid.

Researchers following a conventional reductionist approach would likely address an aphid problem by asking, “How can the soybean aphid be controlled?” They might then design a short-term factorial experiment to test specific practices, such as varying rates and types of pesticides, working from a reductionist position that soybean aphid dynamics are independent of other factors in the agricultural environment.

Researchers using a systems-based approach would begin differently, perhaps by framing the question in broader terms by asking, “What interactions and processes within the agricultural system regulate/impact soybean aphid populations and life cycle?” Because so many possibilities exist, a practical next step might be to represent the options graphically using illustrations or a concept map.

Figure 1.1 is an example of a concept map that could be used by a collaborative research team; the map shows processes and interactions that could affect soybean aphid
Concept map of ecological mechanisms that could be used to manage soybean aphids in corn–soybean systems in the Midwest. Photo credits (from bottom left): Lynn Betts, Natural Resources Conservation Service; David Cappaert, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org #2107002; David W. Ragsdale, Texas A&M University, Bugwood.org #460039; Susan Ellis, Bugwood.org #1366018; Theodore Webster, USDA Agricultural Research Service, Bugwood.org #1382273; Rob Rutledge, Sault College, Bugwood.org #5498704; Larry Allain, Natural Resources Conservation Service; Ohio State Weed Lab, The Ohio State University, Bugwood.org #1554169; courtesy of SARE; courtesy of Timothy R. McDermott.

populations in a Midwest corn–soybean system. The red arrow indicates naturally occurring strains of bradyrhizobia, nitrogen-fixing bacteria that inhabit soybean nodules and that confer resistance to soybean aphids (Dean et al., 2009). The blue arrows point to native plant species that provide habitat for syrphid flies, a natural enemy of soybean aphids (Rutledge et al., 2004). The green arrows indicate the Asian ladybug, also a natural enemy of aphids. Asian ladybugs overwinter in trees and tend to be abundant in regions with woody buffers (Gardiner et al., 2009).

This concept map allows researchers to view known interactions that could contribute to aphid control, thus helping them shape the direction of their research. This example demonstrates that systems research entails painting a more expansive and interconnected picture than traditional reductionist methods. It also suggests that a systems approach to research and management of soybean aphids (and other insect pests) involves the use of multiple strategies rather than a single, “silver bullet” solution. (See chapter 2 for more information on the use of concept maps.)

Redesign

The most commonly used approach in standard agricultural research is the factorial design. In a factorial design, researchers simultaneously study the effects of two or more factors at two or more levels, usually by comparing various combinations (Little and Hills, 1978), while holding all other attributes constant. This design allows investigators to
Researchers using factorial designs face a number of challenges, one of which is the fundamental assumption that experiments accurately simulate the agricultural system under study. In many instances, experimental designs aimed at isolating specific processes or factors result in oversimplification; in an effort to hold all variables constant except for those being tested, investigators change—or even completely eliminate—key interactions among parts of the system. For example, when researchers test organic farming systems by varying one factor in isolation—such as by comparing plots that have been sprayed with herbicides to plots with mechanical weed cultivation—the organic systems may not appear to perform as well as conventional growing systems because management history has changed the background conditions (e.g., soil properties and weed populations), and specific adjustments (e.g., to rotation, tillage, planting date) must be made to compensate for the absence of chemical weed controls. To study organic farming systems properly, a systems-based experimental design that includes all of these parts must be used.

Factorial designs can also lead to the use of experimental plots in which management practices do not reflect a realistic production system. To minimize variation across treatments, factorial design dictates that all management practices other than experimental factors remain the same for all treatments. In the real world, however, farm management systems are interconnected and a change in one practice usually means that other components must be modified. For example, changes in tillage often necessitate shifts in planting date or crop variety. Such shifts contribute to the challenges of using factorial designs and highlight another advantage of systems-based research: it is generally more compatible with the way real farmers approach management and problem solving.

deconstruct a complex system, isolate specific components and identify cause-and-effect relationships about production questions. For example, a factorial design approach could be used to ask, “How do specific tomato varieties respond to varying rates of organic or inorganic fertilizer?” This research would evaluate the response of each tomato variety to organic and inorganic fertilizer rates in isolation of other factors.

However, in reality, tomato plants respond to many factors other than the type or rate of fertilizer, such as soil structure, moisture and pest pressure. Because factorial designs do not simulate a system, but instead isolate specific processes or factors, they often result in oversimplification. In an effort to hold all variables constant except for the factors being tested, investigators change or even eliminate key interactions among parts of the system (Drinkwater, 2002) (see Box 1.2).

A common mistake in many early agricultural systems research projects was to apply this factorial approach to new systems under development. This led to poor results, because the experimental design simply represented a modified reductionist approach (Janke et al., 1991). Rather than redesigning the system to include the many factors that are essential to the success of a sustainable system—soil health, microbial diversity, cover crops, economic price advantages and so on—researchers simply removed and/or substituted one factor at a time, such as herbicides or pesticides. To truly test an entire system, the design must allow each management regime or treatment to perform optimally, even if this means widening the variability in production practices and experimental design.

An excellent example of design that mimics a system, rather than substituting practices, is the Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems (SAFS) experiment in Davis, California. A SARE-funded project that ran for many years, SAFS (see p. 35) was a long-term trial that compared conventional and cover cropped tomato rotations. Early in the experiment, farmer cooperators pointed out that the cover cropped system was performing poorly because it was planted late due to the need to plow down fertility-providing cover crops. So the research team made an adjustment: they modified the system to fit typical best farming practices in the area by switching to tomato transplants in the cover crop system, rather than mimicking the conventional system. This meant the cover cropped system had a later planting date, used different varieties and had a completely different irrigation schedule. After these modifications were made, the cover cropped system became...
not only economically competitive, but also more efficient in terms of energy and water use. Had the researchers held planting dates and varieties constant between the two systems, the cover cropped system would likely never have been economically competitive and its potential performance would have been severely underestimated.

This example also points to the need for longer time frames to reap the full benefits of agricultural systems research. First, researchers need time to gain experience and to adjust the experimental design, even if they have had early input from farmers. Second, short-term experiments that typically last only two to three years provide little opportunity to analyze ecological processes that may take many years to manifest. For example, soil nutrient availability is influenced by soil management history, and many soil processes require far more than one or two growing seasons to approach a steady state. Specifically, nitrogen availability is determined by a combination of very rapid processes, such as microbial biomass turnover, and slower processes that regulate the quantity and composition of soil organic matter (SOM). As a result, when soil treatments such as no-till are introduced after decades of conventional tillage, changes in nitrogen and carbon cycling can reduce plant-available nitrogen for the first few years (Meisinger et al., 1985). This effect declines over time, however, as SOM reaches a new steady state. Similarly, shifting from inorganic nitrogen fertilizers to organic amendments such as compost or green manures also initially reduces nitrogen availability, which then increases gradually as soil-cycling processes reach a new steady state (Liebhardt et al., 1989; Clark et al., 1999). If trials are designed to reflect only short-term effects such as yield response, they cannot accurately measure the effects of biological processes that take considerably longer to manifest.

Systems research redesign also means that larger study sites or plots than those typically used in standard reductionist research trials are required. Landscape characteristics at scales larger than common experiment station plots have been shown to influence experimental outcomes such as crop damage (Letourneau, 1997) and pest abundance, suggesting that in some cases, it may be necessary to move beyond the experiment station to include surrounding areas in the research. For example, large-scale research has shown a link between landscape-level vegetation and the populations, diversity and behavior of beneficial insects, including natural enemies such as parasitoids. In a study by Marino and Landis (1996), the diversity of landscape-level, not field-scale, vegetation determined the effectiveness of parasitoids on armyworm larval stages in maize fields. Although parasitoid species diversity was similar at both landscape scales, mean percentage parasitism was significantly higher in fields situated in a complex landscape compared to fields surrounded by a simple landscape (13.1 percent versus 2.4 percent). Such findings suggest that replicated factorial experiments conducted in small plots at single locations are not always adequate for evaluating the efficacy of biological pest control practices.

Systems redesign presents a particular challenge in that not only must each system be defined and evaluated differently (see chapters 3 and 4), systems studies also generally include a variety of experimental designs and often use multiple strategies within a project. These strategies can include on-farm and participatory research, case studies, surveys and interviews, focus groups, landscape-level data collection and differing management regimes.

Finally, while systems-based research emphasizes the study of multiple components and their interactions, it does not preclude the use of tools that are also used in reductionist approaches, such as replication, factorial design and statistical analysis. Controlled experiments that can identify cause-and-effect relationships and pinpoint underlying mechanisms are useful for solving complex problems within a systems context. For example, studies of long-term farming systems often use a randomized complete-block design with a cropping system as the main treatment (Liebhardt et al., 1989). Smaller, short-term factorial experiments are frequently used as “satellite trials” to test specific practices to be incorporated into larger cropping systems experiments. Investigators also embed smaller replicated plots, sometimes with factorial treatments, in farm fields or large experiments (Kramer et al., 2002; Schipanski et al., 2010). All of these approaches are discussed in more detail in chapters 3 and 4.

**Regrouping**

By its very nature, systems research is most effective when conducted collaboratively by multi- or interdisciplinary teams that have a large body of collective knowledge. In the example of the soybean aphid (p. 14), the research team pursuing a systems approach would have needed, at a minimum, experts in entomology, plant pathology and soil biology. As problems and the questions developed to address them become more complex, the composition of the team must become more diverse.

Nitrogen loss is an example of a phenomenon or process that can be best understood from a systems perspective using a team with diverse areas of expertise. At the biophysical level, nitrogen loss depends in large part on the amount, timing and type of fertilizer a farmer applies to a field, and
much research has focused on optimizing these management factors. However, the farmer’s application rate is not only based on these management considerations but is also influenced by environmental and social factors including soil conditions, crop rotation, government policies, private markets and the farmer’s views about the costs and benefits of fertilizer. Furthermore, once the fertilizer is applied, a wide range of environmental processes such as rainfall patterns and bacterial nitrogen transformations continue to affect the rate of nutrient loss.

From this brief summary, it should be clear why a diverse team is essential to approaching agricultural research from a systems perspective. Agronomists are needed to focus on improving fertilizer use efficiency. Soil nutrient management specialists would research improved fertilizer application methods that enable crops to use a greater proportion of applied nutrients. Extension educators would communicate information about best management practices to farmers. Plant physiologists and molecular geneticists could tackle crop improvement, including the development of crop varieties that use nitrogen more efficiently. Experts in water management and hydrology would explore engineered solutions, such as the construction of swales and wetlands to “soak up” excess nitrogen. Economists and other social scientists would be on board to evaluate human factors.

For example, in the Judith Basin in Montana, biophysical scientists proposed changing the type, amount and rate of fertilizer application to address a nitrate problem, but farmers were not interested in reducing fertilizer rates at the expense of yields. After conducting extensive surveys and interviews with the farmers, a team of sociologists identified the need to reframe the research away from a singular focus on nitrogen fertilizer management to a broader, systems-level effort aimed at acquiring more information on nitrate dynamics in the field and under different management systems. This shifted the emphasis away from identifying fertilizer as the problem to a much broader view of the crop and soil system, which made sense to the farmers. Working together, farmers and scientists reframed the research question and jointly interpreted the results, which showed that the intersection of crop rotation status, soil nitrate levels and rainfall patterns determined when and where nitrate pulses to groundwater were likely to occur. This approach provided a more complex picture of the issue and increased the likelihood that researchers could develop solutions that farmers were apt to use. (See Box 1.3 for other examples of how social scientists have played a key role in systems research projects.)

The importance of including sociologists, economists and other social scientists from the start and throughout the project cannot be overstated. Many of the current environmental problems in agriculture and the failure to produce results that translate into economic security for farmers stem directly from this lack of cross-disciplinary work.

Seeking to broaden their approach to understanding postharvest handling of fresh fruits and vegetables from farm to consumer, faculty from the Food Science and Agricultural Engineering departments, as part of the University of Georgia Postharvest Research Team, joined with an agricultural economist to develop a research plan that expanded beyond the physical and quality aspects of postharvest handling. Together, this interdisciplinary team expanded their reach to look at how postharvest handling affected price and to determine what price the market would bear. Had the team not included the economist from the start, it would not have been able to apply hedonic price modeling, i.e., to examine price factors resulting from both internal characteristics and external factors (Box 1.4).

Along with including multiple research disciplines, agricultural systems research also requires expansion beyond academia. Research is not created in a vacuum; it stems from and reflects current farming practices. Whereas traditional research paradigms have tended to assume a linear relationship with one-way flow—researchers develop innovations, extension workers recommend and spread them, and farmers adopt or reject them—in reality, interactions and knowledge flows among farmers, extension educators and researchers are multidirectional.

Because agricultural systems research is designed to incorporate multiple views and approaches, it widens the scope of who is considered an expert by valuing different ways of knowing, thus opening the research table to multiple stakeholders: extension, community groups, government agencies and farmers—the very practitioners who are the recipients of the research. Agricultural systems approaches can more easily involve farmers and other stakeholders at all stages of the research process—initiation, planning and implementation—and enable all participants to learn from each other. By improving the flow of information from the start, agricultural systems research also encourages new kinds of innovation. Chapter 2 discusses regrouping and collaborative team building.

The case study from the Center for Environmental Farming Systems in North Carolina demonstrates how multiple stakeholders can use all of these approaches—rethinking, redesigning and regrouping—to find new solutions to old problems.
eco-friendly, biodegradable alternatives to polyethylene plastic mulch have been available since the 1980s, but vegetable growers have long been reluctant to use them, even though they are cost-effective in the long term, require less labor and are more environmentally sustainable than plastic mulches.

To better understand this reluctance, a multidisciplinary team of researchers from Washington State University, the University of Tennessee, and Texas A&M University, with sociologists at the forefront, conducted focus groups and surveys with farmers and extension educators. The group found that farmers were disinclined to use biodegradable plastic mulches because of insufficient knowledge about the technology, high upfront costs, unpredictable breakdown in the soil, and unknown soil impacts.

The research, funded by a USDA-SCRI grant from 2009 to 2013, was the first of its kind: it applied sociological research to document the perceptions of vegetable farmers in order to determine barriers and bridges to using alternatives to polyethylene plastic mulch. With this information, the multidisciplinary team is now working beyond the typical field studies that test new mulch products and is working directly with farmers to find biodegradable mulches that will be effective. The team is developing an outreach strategy so that farmers have the opportunity to learn the ins and outs of using the new technology. In this example and in the Judith Basin nitrogen case mentioned on p. 17, the problem was approached at first from a purely environmental perspective, and without success. However, the inclusion of social scientists provided the opportunity for farmers’ voices to be heard. By focusing on farmers as an integral part of the ecosystem and by determining what motivates their decision-making, social scientists enable a team to develop more applicable, lasting solutions.

University of Vermont anthropologist Jason Parker notes that understanding the stakeholders in the system is integral when working with a specific community. “It’s not about learning [a specific language] but learning how people speak and think about a particular issue or topic. If you can do that, then you are likely to be more successful collaborating with people to share a project’s outcomes,” says Parker.

Sociologists understand that the factors influencing farmers’ decisions are complex and go beyond simple economic or environmental considerations. In fact, because farms are often run as a family unit, they are not traditional businesses, and therefore farmers are not traditional businessmen and women. Farmers make decisions based on influences at varying societal levels, including the following:

- Individual: farmer, family members, farmworkers
- Household: family resources and needs, land availability, farm succession
- Community: neighborhoods, community groups and organizations
- Institutional: state and government rules, regulations, policies, population’s needs.

Sociologists interpret how farmers interact within these societal levels in the agricultural system. Involvement of a sociologist in a research project leads to a deeper understanding of the farmer’s perspective, which may not be obvious to a biophysical scientist. According to Dr. Shoshanah Inwood, rural sociologist at the University of Vermont, sociologists recognize that farmers are diverse. They make decisions based on different drivers, values and experiences, meaning that similar systems research projects in different regions of the United States might yield totally different results. “When we talk about policy and programs, we can’t assume that all farmers are going to be able to engage in the programs in the same way,” she says.

In systems research that aims to address connections between society and production systems, a sociologist should be on the team from day one to help guide the development of the study to effectively explore societal influences on farm management decisions. SARE has found that having sociologists on planning teams is integral to advancing sustainable agriculture because of the critical role the sociologist can play in drawing connections across the biophysical and social divide. Each of SARE’s four Administrative Councils, which help determine the grants that the program will fund each year, has a rural sociologist representative. This representative reviews research proposals to determine if they are asking appropriate questions that factor farmers’ livelihoods into the research approach.

“Changing the food system and sustainability is a three-legged stool. We need crop scientists, we need animal scientists and we also need social scientists. In the long run, this will improve the quality of the food system in the United States,” says Doug Constance, a sociologist and Southern SARE representative.
Often, in typical cross-disciplinary projects, the following scenario occurs: A paper (or grant proposal) based on biophysical research is submitted for review. The research (or plan) is complete and the authors wait for the (hopefully) minor changes suggested by the reviewers. The review comes back and is generally favorable with the exception of one dreaded phrase: “This research is interesting but we suggest adding an economic component to the work.”

With that, the principal investigator (PI) looks at the list of faculty in the economics department to see if he or she knows anyone there. Failing that, a call to the department head connects the PI with an economist who might have some interest in the general area. After describing the project, the PI asks if the economist would be interested in working on it. When the economist asks when the project will start, the answer is that the project is actually over, and that “We just need a few budgets run to make sure our results make economic sense for the farmer.”

This is the typical way in which economists are involved in multidisciplinary projects—rarely at the beginning (usually at the end), with a request for some budget numbers to prove that the results obtained do not lower profits.

Not surprisingly, the PI is usually disappointed with the negative response he or she generally receives. After hearing that “running budgets” is not something economists do regularly as part of our research (getting budgets published is impossible), and being informed that, at best, perhaps a master’s student could help next semester after classes are finished, the PI is still baffled. Economics is budgets, isn’t it?

A lack of understanding of the science, as well as the social science, of economics often brings researchers from the physical disciplines and economists to a standstill. But consider an alternative scenario in which an interdisciplinary team is formed to explore an agricultural system. That system can be large (from farm to consumer) or it can be some subset that crosses boundaries in the production and distribution process. Given that the system involves multiple subsystems and components, it makes sense to look at how economic incentives affect decision-making.

From the beginning of the project, the interdisciplinary team includes an economist so that when plans are formed and a research protocol is established, the economic component of the system is included in the objectives and methods. Budgets may be a small part of the effort, but the project will address an important economic question that would not have been asked if the economist had not been involved at the outset.

Most important, the project design will include gathering economic data at the same time as other data, which will allow the economic component to fully match the physical aspects of the research.

The Postharvest Research Team at the University of Georgia operated in such a manner when investigating how fresh fruits and vegetables were handled from farm to consumer. We were careful to make sure that in each of our projects, all three researchers could identify a research product that would be publishable in journals within our disciplines as well as in interdisciplinary outlets. We shared coauthorship of all work (the author order depended on the publication) and planned all data gathering and analysis with the three disciplines in mind.

Successful interdisciplinary research is difficult; meetings are often time consuming, understanding the research needs of other disciplines can be challenging, and gathering all the necessary data can be expensive. Yet, there is no substitute for interdisciplinary research in order to fully understand systems and to perform insightful systems research. The most interesting and useful research I have done has been with colleagues in those other disciplines—and we never did a budget.

Jeff Jordan, Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics
University of Georgia
The Center for Environmental Farming Systems (CEFS) in Goldsboro, North Carolina, thrives in large part because it represents a unique partnership between two land-grant universities and the North Carolina Department of Agriculture (NCDA). An outbreak of a noxious weed showed that these types of social relationships can be complex but that truly collaborative approaches can provide alternative paths not easily accessed in more traditional research settings.

In 2000, the discovery of tropical spiderwort at the Cherry Research Farm, where CEFS is located, alarmed local producers who insisted that the entire farm be fumigated. Officials from the NCDA, which owns the Cherry Research Farm and has a politically appointed leader, felt obliged to listen. CEFS researchers, however, knew that fumigation would pose a major setback to their work, which included a number of long-standing, systems-based research projects focused on soil changes. As an alternative, they proposed keeping the weed in check by using a scouting program, adjusting crop rotations to discourage its growth and conducting inspections of equipment entering and leaving the farm. The approach worked, highlighting the value of working together to identify new solutions to old problems.

“Coming together to think through the science and politics to get to a rational solution that wouldn’t ruin 10 years of research [was] a balancing act,” says CEFS Director Nancy Creamer, a professor of horticultural science at North Carolina State University.

CEFS was established in 1994 after a task force of researchers, extension agents, producers, representatives from nongovernmental organizations and government officials determined that a facility dedicated to the long-term, large-scale study of sustainable and organic farming systems would strengthen the state’s agriculture. Today, it has added programs in academics, marketing, local food systems and community outreach, creating the kind of vibrant multidisciplinary blend that is essential to systems-based research.

Southern SARE has funded many of the research and outreach projects that have helped extend CEFS’s impact and have allowed it to thrive.

“We’ve really broadened our focus and impact,” Creamer says. “There’s such momentum across the state in sustainable farming systems that people are excited to see research that addresses real-world challenges.”
agriculture and local food systems that we’re able to reach a broader audience than before. The involvement of state agency officials, county government, health officials, hunger advocates, conventional agriculture and sustainable agriculture nonprofits all working together in high-level management ensures that we reach a broad constituency.”

The wide view also fits the institution’s philosophy, adds Paul Mueller, an emeritus NC State crop scientist who was instrumental in the establishment of CEFS and who served as the first coordinator of the farming systems research unit. “CEFS has always been thought of as a facility for all three missions” of land-grant universities. “It represents a seamless crossover between extension, research and academics.”

CEFS field research units focus on six research areas: alternative swine production, farming systems, organic systems, pasture-based beef, pasture-based dairy and small-farm production. These units reflect “major issues here, primarily in eastern North Carolina,” says John O’Sullivan, who was head of the small-farm unit and was a codirector of CEFS until he retired in 2014 from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University.

Instead of traditional factorial designs, CEFS researchers use diverse management strategies in each of their production system treatments. For example, CEFS’s farming systems research unit is involved in studies that compare five ecosystems. Three are agricultural production systems with distinct management strategies: an integrated crop-and-animal system, an organically managed cropping system and a conventional cash cropping system. The fourth is a successional ecosystem, and the fifth is a plantation forestry system.

CEFS coordinators say that one of the most important considerations in conducting long-term systems research is sustaining momentum by nesting smaller, shorter studies within bigger, longer projects. Such two- and three-year-long nested projects not only allow researchers to test questions that arise from the main research trials, they also help produce regular results, secure grant funding and involve graduate students. “There are not many of these kinds of [long-term] studies in existence, and there’s a good reason for it,” says Mueller. “It takes a long time to get results. You have to be patient enough to wait, and a lot of institutions and funding sources aren’t patient.”

CEFS researchers have organized dozens of nested studies, which partly address these barriers. One, for instance, compared heritage turkeys with conventional broad-breasted turkeys raised on pasture. The research, which has helped many area farmers to introduce heritage birds onto their farms, has significant state-level implications: 20 percent of the turkeys sold in the United States in 2007 were raised in North Carolina.

Mueller says that the experience with tropical spiderwort, the noxious weed, illustrated the importance of another lesson in design: flexibility. Researchers in his farming systems unit, for instance, had to change some of the crops and planting rotations used in their five-system comparison studies after they discovered that some practices encouraged growth of the weed. The changes, however, did not compromise the overall integrity of the research, in large part because the five systems are very different, and the research is designed to be long term. The scale and variation, Mueller says, provides “some wiggle room if you need to make adjustments.”
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Because agricultural systems research aims to understand agriculture as a complex system, interdisciplinary research—research that integrates perspectives and knowledge across disciplines—is generally the most effective approach to use for agricultural systems projects. However, this approach can be challenging because participants must address questions and problems beyond their areas of expertise. Collaborating with scientists from other disciplines can also be difficult because many researchers are accustomed to having a great deal of autonomy and control over their work, and to interacting primarily with others in their own or closely related disciplines. Many scientists may also find it challenging to share decision-making, planning and outreach with nonacademic team members such as farmers, consumer groups or community planners.

And yet, teamwork and participatory decision-making are the cornerstones of successful interdisciplinary systems research. As mentioned in chapter 1, a critical part of systems research is regrouping, which involves changes in how questions are tested. Regrouping also requires using the skills of a diverse team to tackle those questions.

Developing a Collaborative Team

Commonly, collaborative research groups in universities organize as loosely affiliated individuals with a project leader who coordinates the various research components. This “multidisciplinary” mode of working together is the most common approach to collaboration, in part because it requires less time in meetings and allows individuals to work in a business-as-usual way within a larger coordinated project. Using this approach, team members work in
parallel and come together periodically to integrate their work. While well suited for some projects, multidisciplinary groups often do not progress beyond a compartmentalized model and typically miss important, complex interactions occurring within the system under study.

In contrast, interdisciplinary research requires the core research group to function as an integrated team. The team members work together at all stages—information gathering, design, implementation and analysis—to obtain a holistic understanding of the system under study.

Effective collaborative teams also use shared and democratically styled leadership, create and foster a group culture conducive to free discourse and participatory decision making, and highlight a group planning process that emphasizes a high degree of interdependence to achieve a common goal.

**Role of the Project Leader**

Effective, thoughtful leaders are at the heart of successful systems research projects. These project leaders must be thoroughly committed to the project and must employ a variety of skills and techniques to successfully manage multiple participants, ideas, questions and problems.

Project leaders must be aware of their own biases and must genuinely value the diversity of the team they are assembling. They must be open to understanding how scientists from other fields approach their own research and questions and how scientists and nonscientists communicate. They should also be aware of how their own beliefs, values and assumptions influence their leadership style.

Project leaders must also be flexible; agricultural systems research requires the leader’s role to continually evolve as the group coalesces into a working team. As the project progresses from planning to implementation, the project leader must guide the team in developing a decision-making framework that encourages innovative problem solving. When the team hits hurdles and bumps, the project leader will need to inspire team members to maintain the shared vision of the project by keeping the focus on the system-level questions and on relating each member’s work to these questions.

An effective project leader will also have strong management skills. After initiating the formation of a group with common goals, the project leader must be able to organize the group effectively, set decision-making protocols and guide the team to accomplish those goals. In general, team leaders should strive for a democratic leadership style that allows major decisions to be made through consultation and participation, while maintaining a level of control that corresponds to the leader’s accountability for the project. The

---

**Skills Required for Effective Leadership of Collaborative Research Projects**  
(modified from Clark, 1997)

**Communication**
- Use clear communication in both individual and group settings
- Listen actively
- Use appropriate interpersonal style(s) to steer team members toward goals
- Delegate decision-making and other responsibilities to appropriate individuals

**Interpersonal skills**
- Build appropriate relationships and help the team network with peers and associates
- Create a culture of cooperation by facilitating interaction, open communication and participatory decision-making

**Professionalism**
- Maintain technical competence by staying current on literature and systems and collaborative research methodologies, and by acquiring general knowledge of the other disciplines involved in the project
- Set a good example by modeling consideration of others and by flexibility and adherence to high standards of performance

**Recognition**
- Praise contributions from participants
- Establish fair and inclusive norms for authorship in scientific publications

**Project management**
- Set a course, monitor and adapt it (using team decisions), and deal effectively with external forces that influence the team’s goals
- Establish norms to foster effective meetings and record keeping, e.g., meeting goals, agendas and documenting meetings through notes and action steps
- Be financially responsible and resourceful, and ensure that funds are distributed fairly
project leader’s ability to gauge the level of participation appropriate for a given decision is key to satisfactory group processes. A strong leader will follow through on commitments to the group and will protect the team within the institutional framework by justifying their work to others as an integral part of a larger project.

Effective leaders are trustworthy and provide clear communication of vision (Clark, 1997). These traits establish credibility with prospective team members and increase the likelihood that they will want to participate in a collaborative venture. Being a good listener and staying open-minded, inclusive and adaptive are key.

Project leaders need to keep members engaged and focused and find a balance between providing and sharing leadership. During the initial planning stages, the project leader plays a central role by bridging gaps between disciplines and stakeholders, integrating ideas and helping the group to develop a coherent framework. As team members become familiar with one another’s perspectives and working styles, responsibilities can be shared, with different members assuming leadership roles. The leader must consider that agricultural systems research teams require a variety of leadership roles and that careful sharing of leadership can contribute to the project’s overall strength. For example, some team members may resist full participation in the project because they did not initiate it and cannot be in complete control of their work. Such members will likely need to assume a leadership role to feel fully invested.

**Assembling the Core Team**

The composition of the project team is very important to the success of a collaborative project. Usually, the project leader invites participants to join the project. In some cases, an established group may want to use a group process to add new team members.

For successful team selection, begin by choosing colleagues and stakeholders who bring expertise from key disciplines, have compatible personalities and are willing to work in groups. Ideally, people involved in interdisciplinary research should be interested in learning about the theories and methods of other disciplines.

Be cautious about colleagues who lack good interpersonal communication skills or who complain about collaborative work. While collaborative behavior can be learned, avoid working with people who are clearly disinclined to such work. Identify the expectations prospective collaborators have for the project to get a good sense of whether they will be a good fit and to ensure they are engaged in a way that meets their own needs as well as that of the team. Pay attention to the personalities of potential members. For example, does the individual need to be in control of his or her research or is he/she flexible regarding collaborators’ expectations for the project? Is he or she willing to let others influence project outcomes and open to using participatory decision-making?

While teams should include a mix of junior and senior faculty, give special consideration when asking untenured faculty to join the project. Be prepared to provide them with adequate support and recognition if they must meet tenure requirements while participating in a collaborative project.

Become familiar with the work of prospective team members by visiting their websites or farms and reading their recent research articles and extension publications—especially when looking for participants outside the leader’s discipline and academic circles. Solicit suggestions from colleagues who know researchers in other fields or who have worked with farmers who could be well suited to the project, especially those who have experience with collaboration, are known to work well with others and are willing to assume and share leadership responsibility.

“Selected farmers should have experience collaborating with researchers and have a systems-level understanding of agricultural systems.”

In addition to scientists and farmers, seek out farm advisers, extension educators and leaders from other relevant groups, such as farming and environmental organizations. These professionals make good all-around team members; they are intimately familiar with farm operations, bring a different perspective than researchers and farmers, and can be very helpful with data collection and evaluation.

Finally, try to select farmers who are willing to be involved from the project’s inception and who can engage with the core team as equals in the decision-making process. Selected farmers should have experience collaborating with researchers. Ideally, they should understand and appreciate the research process, and they should have a systems-level understanding of agriculture and the ability to frame day-to-day farm problems in that context. Farmers on the core team (as well as others who play specific roles in the project) should be compensated financially whenever possible.
In 1985, the Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI), led by a small group of progressive farmers with support from scientists at Iowa State University (ISU), began a farming systems research project. The goal of the project was to develop knowledge and information that would support PFI’s vision of sustainable agriculture for their membership and region. Today, the initiative has evolved into a long-term program through which PFI invites ISU scientists to collaborate in setting the research agenda and in obtaining funding. PFI also encourages farmers to conduct research independently of ISU and to make their findings available through farmer-to-farmer training workshops, publications, and PFI’s website. The organization has produced detailed guidelines for designing, managing and analyzing research; this research often compares normal farmer practices with experimental management regimes. Information about the research process and outcomes of PFI-led research are available at www.practicalfarmers.org.

Engaging Farmers and Other Nonacademic Stakeholders in Systems Projects

Farmers are key partners in agricultural systems research. Depending on how broadly a team has defined the system boundaries and the project goals, other stakeholders such as extension educators, food distributors, consumer groups, certification specialists, community development planners, natural resource conservationists and policymakers may also be valuable contributors.

Given the wide range of professionals that a systems project may involve, careful thought must be given as to how the team will be managed. There are three basic models for project decision-making and leading: science-led, farmer-led, and interactive (also known as participatory) (Lilja and Ashby, 1999).

The science-led model is widely used in conventional research, where the interests and demands of scientific research determine the project plan. Researchers invite farmers to provide information and expertise, but their input is often sought only in the late or final stages of project development.

In the farmer-led model, farmers determine the project goals and priorities, and researchers mainly assist with the research aspects (e.g., suggesting the statistical design and data-collection methods). This uncommon approach is gaining influence in regional programs and is a cornerstone of SARE’s farmer/rancher grants. SARE producer grants encourage farmers and ranchers to partner with scientists to design and implement research addressing innovations they wish to test on their farms. The Practical Farmers of Iowa have also implemented a successful farmer-led research process (Box 2.1).

The interactive model of leadership links farmer researchers with scientists and requires them to work closely together throughout the lifespan of the research. Researchers and farmers are equal participants in developing goals and priorities for the group, and joint decision-making occurs at the earliest stages. Known in some circles as participatory research, this type of decision-making is becoming more common and is the most effective method for researcher-led projects because close involvement from experienced, knowledgeable farmers helps ensure that the project will reflect true agricultural systems.

Practical distinctions among the three models are a matter of degree. Sometimes, funders specify the roles of various stakeholders. Ideally, agricultural systems research includes participation by stakeholders outside the university. To facilitate effective interactions between scientists and farmers, prospective leaders need to be prepared for a range of challenges and able to identify viable solutions (see SAFS case study, p. 35).

Farmers and others outside academia face unique barriers when participating in agricultural systems research, and project leaders should be prepared to address these challenges. While participation in formal research is required of professional scientists, it is not usually necessary in other stakeholders’ professions. The challenge is to tie the research to outcomes that nonacademic stakeholders will find interesting and useful and that will encourage their participation. Compensating stakeholders for the time they commit to project meetings and for travel can also encourage participation.

Challenges to and Strategies for Keeping Farmers Engaged

Forming sustainable partnerships between the research community and farmers is an ongoing process that requires negotiation, patience and persistence. Begin with gradual establishment of trust, communication and shared philosophy.
during proposal development to allow relationships to develop with friendship, openness and continuity. This approach will also support farmers’ engagement with the project and can help extend mutually beneficial farmer–researcher relationships beyond the final publications and grants.

Research priorities will often differ between the two groups; be sure to discuss how those different goals and constraints affect the collaboration. Scientists are generally most interested in generating a new understanding of how systems work, while farmers want to solve current problems and improve their farming systems. These differences will determine how research goals are prioritized. Make sure to communicate how the research is relevant to farming and make a real effort to include farmers’ priorities in the research plan. Farmers and academic collaborators should be treated equally.

Both farmers and scientists lead busy lives and may be reluctant to attend meetings, especially if they do not see clear outcomes. Therefore, be conscientious about making efficient use of meeting time. Farmers should know why the researchers seek their participation in a meeting and what is expected of them. When time is short, representative scientists and farmers can be designated to meet on behalf of the research team. This works well for fine-tuning group decisions or for day-to-day management decisions, but it is not a substitute for group process. Conference calls or webinars can also be used.

Sometimes, projects can stall over mechanics. For example, considerations and constraints on plot design differ between on-farm trials and research stations because of equipment and resources such as labor. These differences need to be addressed when planning experiments in which farmers contribute to the design or provide research sites on their farms.

Keep in mind that unlike researchers, farmers do not earn their living from research and meetings. Thus, farmers should be compensated for their time and expertise, just as other professionals would expect to receive compensation. There are a number of strategies for compensating growers, including:

- **Pay as you go:** Farmers can be treated as consultants and paid on an hourly basis for well-defined activities. For example, they could be paid $25 to $35 per hour for participation in meetings.
- **Annual stipend:** Farmers can be offered a fixed annual stipend that reflects their level of involvement. Creating a detailed plan of the farmer’s participation helps determine that level; in general, annual stipends range from $200 to $2,500.
- **Outcome-based compensation:** Rather than being compensated for time, farmers can be paid for specific contributions. For example, a project that aimed to educate farmers through farmer-to-farmer transfers paid expert farmers for maintaining a farm website with specific attributes.

There are also multiple strategies to engage farmers, such as creating opportunities for farmers and researchers to meet regularly at coordinated site visits and annual winter workshops. Increasingly, networks of farmers are sponsoring on-farm research and public field days, workshops and demonstrations. Tapping into these events and into farmer-to-farmer networks that are familiar with or interested in research will go a long way in relationship building and can provide an entry point to engage farmers in diagnosing problems that lead to good research questions. Developing a process to bring new farmers into the program, e.g., by inviting them to annual spring forums to meet researchers and other farmers, will help facilitate interactions between newcomers and veterans that will help generate credibility with the farming community.

**FIGURE 2.1. Stages in the Formation of a Collaborative Team**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUST UNKNOWN</th>
<th>DISTRESS</th>
<th>COLLABORATION</th>
<th>SYNERGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORMING</td>
<td>STORMING</td>
<td>NORMING</td>
<td>PERFORMING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGE IS HIDDEN</td>
<td>KNOWLEDGE HOARDING</td>
<td>KNOWLEDGE SHARING</td>
<td>KNOWLEDGE CREATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This four-step pattern was proposed by Tuckman (1965) and modified from Clark (1997).
In a parallel project design, subprojects are brought together toward the end for integration, and contributions of the individual subprojects are identifiable in the end product. In an integrated project design, used by interdisciplinary teams, participants work together throughout the project from design and conception to completion and publication. Achievements are a product of all participants, and the efforts of individual disciplines or subgroups are difficult to identify. From Tress et al. (2005).

**Instilling a Culture of Collaboration**

Social scientists have long recognized that groups go through distinct stages in the process of becoming a team (Figure 2.1). Tuckman (1965) developed a widely used model of team evolution, proposing that as individuals form a team with a common purpose, the group tends to follow a pattern consisting of four stages:

- **Forming:** the group comes together for a purpose.
- **Storming:** the group struggles to establish a productive working relationship and to agree on priorities.
- **Norming:** the group establishes standards for accomplishing its goals.
- **Performing:** the group begins to function well as a whole.

Recognize that it is normal to face challenges during the development of a collaborative team; this will help the group have realistic expectations. The storming phase can be stressful if the group does not realize that conflict and discomfort are common during collaboration. Frequently, this stressful period occurs as team members struggle to make the paradigm shift from a reductive, component-oriented approach to an interdisciplinary, systems-level approach. The group should try to view the growing pains associated with storming as a normal part of developing relationships that provide the foundation for teamwork.

The transition from **storming** to **norming** is often initiated by successful adoption of common goals and objectives, which form cooperative strategies that become part of the team culture. The following list provides guidelines on how to develop a collaborative culture for agricultural systems research:

- Establish a project timeframe that is long enough for iterative decision-making and regular patterns of interaction.
- Initiate frank discussions among members of the research group about collaborative work and decision-making. The group should discuss the differences between centralized and participatory decision-making, parallel
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FIGURE 2.3A. Systems Concept Map of the Carbon Cycle

Adapted from Cavigelli et al. (1998).

FIGURE 2.3B. Spider-Web Concept Map of a Hypothetical Agricultural Systems Research Team
and integrated organizational structures, and the various
types of interdisciplinary approaches. A democratic form
of decision-making is recommended, but regardless of
what form is chosen, leaders should ensure that everyone
understands it.

- Embrace a facilitative leadership style; encourage team
members to participate in guiding meetings and to take
responsibility for achieving the project goals.

- Start the process of team integration at the beginning of
the project, and plan a combination of regular meetings
and informal discussions.

- Develop a common language, limiting jargon and special-
ized terms that may not be understood or defined similar-
ly across all fields. Acknowledge that this will take time,
and allocate extra time for cross-disciplinary exchanges.

- Develop an open, honest culture of communication. Each
person should be free to express how they see their role
in the larger project as it unfolds. Check in with each in-
dividual to see how they feel about the group dynamics,
and be prepared to address feedback in a respectful and
constructive way.

- When possible, combine the process of project planning,
goal development and proposal writing with socializ-
ing (e.g., a group meal) to support the evolution from a
group with common interests to a working team.

- Decide what information will be exchanged among
disciplines to promote communication and understand-
ing of other disciplinary perspectives; set a timeline for
disseminating this information.

- Educate new members about the team’s integrative
approach to research and its collaborative work style.
Leaders should not assume that new members will inde-
dependently catch on to the complex project environment.

- Discuss how to deal with the loss of team members who
depart before the project’s end, and share responsibility
for filling the vacancy and integrating new members into
the team.

Using Concept Mapping to Build Collaborative Teams
Concept mapping is a useful tool for building shared
cognition, an essential building block of interdisciplinary
research that can help team members understand one anoth-
er’s disciplinary perspectives on a problem. Concept maps
visually represent ideas around which common goals can
be articulated; they convey meaning efficiently and aid in
understanding complex information at a glance.

Participatory concept mapping begins with identifying a
key problem or question that is fundamental to the research.
A facilitated discussion helps ensure a common understand-
ing of the words used to depict the problem. From there, the
team can work in a parallel or integrated fashion to elab-
orate the causes and consequences of the problem and the
relationships among these causes and consequences.

Using the parallel model, the facilitator asks each partici-
pant to create a concept map and then share it with the group.
By helping the group compare and contrast the images, the
facilitator helps the team to arrive at one common map.

In the integrated method, the facilitator has the group
brainstorm plausible causes and effects and uses these inputs
to help the group construct one common concept map that
depicts relationships among the factors. This product is then
used to develop the systems project concept map, which
defines the system or problem to be studied.

Concept maps can be represented in various formats,
including hierarchies, landscapes, systems or spider webs.
Figures 2.3A and 2.3B depict systems and spider-web
concept maps. For further discussion of how to use concept
mapping to plan experiments, see chapter 3.

Facilitating Participatory Decision-Making
Participatory decision-making in an interdisciplinary re-
search team is challenging. While the team may easily iden-
tify a common goal, there are likely to be as many perceived
pathways for reaching that goal as there are team members.
However, democratic decision-making is essential for ef-
fective collaboration. The decision-making process is most
visible in meeting settings, so the way in which meetings are
conducted, especially around decision-making, affects the
culture of collaboration.

Elements of Participatory Decision-Making
The “Diamond of Participatory Decision-Making,” by
Kaner and colleagues (2014), provides one example of
what participatory decision-making looks like as it aims to
integrate diverse perspectives (Figure 2.4). Blue dots in the
figure represent ideas shared among the group during the
meeting. As familiar options give way to diverse perspec-
tives, an unpleasant period of interaction occurs that can
involve repetition, interruption, defensiveness and short
temper. The authors call this inevitable stage the “groan
zone,” during which participants struggle to understand a
wide range of foreign or opposing ideas. Significant creative
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FIGURE 2.4. Diamond of Participatory Decision-Making and the Groan Zone

This schematic illustrates the awkward but normal dynamics of decision-making among team members with diverse perspectives. Understanding how divergent thinking can coalesce into good decision-making can help facilitators tap the enormous potential of the group process. Blue dots represent ideas shared among the group during the meeting. From Kaner et al. (2014).

breakthroughs evolve from this uncomfortable period if the process is facilitated in a caring and competent way.

The dynamics of the groan zone will be most apparent early in the project, when team members are becoming acquainted and developing relationships (the storming phase). At this formative stage, bring this dynamic to the group’s attention and be deliberate in facilitating the group through it. Later, when the group has transitioned to interacting as a more cohesive team, less time will be spent in “groan-zone” mode.

Kaner and colleagues (2014) identify six decision rules commonly used in participatory decision-making: (a) unanimous agreement (consensus), (b) majority vote, (c) person in charge decides without discussion, (d) flip a coin, (e) delegation, and (f) person in charge decides after discussion. A conventional project leader is likely to default to the “person in charge decides after discussion” rule. A team leader using the integrative or participatory method should challenge this assumption and help the team choose the best option.

Becoming a Good Facilitator

Skillful facilitation is essential for effective interdisciplinary decision-making; it fosters interaction, joint learning and participatory decision-making, it aids in building collaboration (Heron, 1999; Straus, 2002), and it helps a group do its best thinking (Kaner et al., 2014). A good facilitator eases the team through the groan zone by pointing out that this phase is normal and by using a variety of tools to help the team reach convergence of ideas and inclusive solutions.

A good facilitator will:

• Delegate responsibilities to all team members
• Prevent experts in certain fields from controlling meetings
• Encourage all team members to participate
• Ensure that everyone in a meeting works on the same problem using the same strategy
• Promote mutual understanding
• Foster inclusive solutions.
Useful Facilitation Techniques

**Brainstorming**, equivalent to “rough draft thinking,” involves a group drawing a list of ideas about what to do about an identified problem or need. A successful brainstorming session will: (a) encourage people to take turns; (b) treat all ideas with the nonjudgmental responses (verbal and nonverbal), regardless of how unreasonable or unrealistic an idea may sound; (c) create a lively atmosphere for the discussion; and (d) help the group keep time. It is important not to: (a) interrupt, (b) judge, (c) favor the “best” thinkers, (d) give up the first time the group seems stuck, (e) rush or pressure the group, or (f) fail to set a time limit.

**Breaking into small groups** provides an alternative to open discussion. Small groups are effective for: (a) breaking the ice so people feel less exposed and therefore less reserved, (b) energizing people through activity, (c) deepening everyone’s understanding of a topic because there is more time to explore each person’s ideas, (d) exploring different aspects of a problem simultaneously, (e) building relationships, and (f) generating a greater commitment to the outcome.

**Stacking** involves organizing the flow of an open discussion to allow people to take turns when several want to speak at once. Instead of competing for a chance to speak, people are free to listen. Stacking also enables a group to break habitual patterns of deference and favoritism. It is sometimes the simplest way to get a rigidly hierarchical group to make room for participation from low-status members. To facilitate stacking, poll the members about their interest in speaking about a topic or question raised. After a show of hands, make a list of names and call on each in turn for their contribution. When everyone on the list has spoken, depending on the time available and the importance of the issue, poll the group again to see who would like to expand on or offer a rebuttal to what has been said. Continue until it feels comfortable to bring the process to a close.

**Structured go-around** is a useful technique for framing a complex discussion, gathering diverse perspectives, returning from a break after a heated disagreement and coming to closure. The go-around occurs in a circle format so everyone’s face is visible. The main ground rule is that one person speaks at a time after the facilitator gives a brief overview of the topic.

The importance of developing basic facilitation skills cannot be overemphasized. That said, it may be unrealistic to expect agricultural scientists to also be expert facilitators; bringing in professional facilitators to help the project get started may be a good way to bridge this gap.

As the benefits of facilitative leadership become increasingly recognized, agricultural colleges and universities are beginning to offer training workshops for scientists, educators, farmers and other professionals working on agricultural systems research. Project leaders should consider attending such a workshop. If the project can afford it, a reputable facilitator can organize a training tailored to the project’s needs that can help the team gain the insight and skills needed to share leadership responsibilities effectively.

Planning and Conducting Effective Meetings

While meetings are important, nothing can ruin a collaboration faster than long, drawn-out get-togethers in which participants feel little is accomplished. Learning to conduct effective meetings is a key skill for collaborative groups in planning and carrying out agricultural systems research.

When the project team is forming, the group will spend more time in meetings to build the foundation for collaboration and to allow for discussion and exchange of ideas. After members have become familiar with one another and with their respective disciplines, meetings should focus more on planning and decision-making. If there are too many meetings, involvement will be viewed as a burden and participation will lag.
A good meeting begins with a clear purpose and a carefully planned agenda; it ends with a brief review of accomplishments, a list of action steps and an evaluation of the meeting. The atmosphere should encourage participation and progress toward shared goals. The group should make decisions using a transparent process that everyone understands and should deal with difficult dynamics constructively.

Planning the Meeting
Consider the purpose of the meeting. Review the big-picture goals to plan how work will be spread out over a series of meetings and to determine when major activities will take place. Avoid trying to get too much done in one meeting: team members will be exchanging ideas and information between meetings. Save important decisions, or welcoming new members to the group, for a meeting. A few other tips:

- Determine if everyone needs to attend. Some project decisions can be made by the core scientific team alone, while others will require that farmers and other team members be present.

- Once the team has formed and the project becomes regularized, strive to keep meetings short and efficient. Participants will be more willing to attend subsequent meetings if they feel their time is being used well.

- Consider strategies for dealing with the distance some participants may need to travel, such as varying the location or using conference calls, Skype or webinars. If team members are widely distributed, consider building an extended meeting around an activity of common interest, such as a conference, to help justify the travel time and cost.

- Prioritize agenda items by their importance to most participants. Assign realistic amounts of time to each agenda item.

To help make meetings efficient and inclusive, always take the following basic measures:

- Plan for the meeting, and prepare yourself and other participants for it in advance.

- Solicit agenda items from all team members.

- Determine what information is necessary for decisions that need to be made, and send materials out beforehand.

During the Meeting
Assign the roles of (1) facilitator, (2) recorder, and (3) timekeeper. Different individuals can assume each role or one person can assume all three.

Decide as a group which rules to use for making decisions. To review the basic options, refer again to p. 31–32 on rules for reaching agreement. Different rules can be applied to different decisions depending on their significance to the future of the project. The team may want to use consensus when buy-in from each member of the core team is important to their continued engagement. Majority rule may be sufficient when deciding when to hold an event that not everyone needs to attend. The “person in charge decides” rule can be applied for certain administrative decisions.

Establish a code of conduct for participants. Although academic culture may accept interrupting and authoritarian posturing, collaborative work is more effective when communication is polite and egalitarian. Consider a sample code of conduct that encourages meeting participants to:

- Listen carefully to others

- Respect different opinions

- Be acknowledged by the facilitator before speaking

- Refrain from interrupting.

As the group moves through the agenda, abide by the established timetable. If members cannot reach closure on certain items in the time allowed, propose a viable alternative process for doing so.

Bring closure to the meeting by:

- Confirming major decisions

- Reviewing action steps

- Evaluating the meeting

- Planning for the next meeting.
The Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems (SAFS) study, begun in 1988, was a pioneering systems project at the University of California (UC), Davis that looked at best farming practices in two- and four-year rotations of tomatoes, safflower, corn, wheat and dry beans. The objective was to generate information on sustainable growing techniques that would be of practical use to producers in the Sacramento Valley. A key to the project’s success was the close collaboration and involvement of farmers.

“From beginning to end, farmers were intimately involved in the planning, the execution and the interpretation of results,” says UC Davis agronomist Steve Temple, who coordinated the SARE-funded project.

Including farmers on this team provided multiple, crucial “reality checks” for research plans, as one example from the early years shows.

The researchers had designed a study that involved seeding tomatoes in organic, low-input and conventional test plots all on a single day. The intention of same-day planting was to create a level playing field for the plants that would simplify data analyses later.

However, producers recruited to work with the research team offered a dose of reality, noting that conventional and organic or low-input farmers would not plant tomatoes on the same day. Conventional farmers would plant sooner to take advantage of early market incentives, while organic and low-input
farmers would wait to give their cover crops more time to grow and would use transplants rather than seeds to make up for the late start.

The researchers took their producer colleagues’ advice. They direct-seeded the conventional systems in late March and put transplants into the organic and low-input systems two weeks later. In the end, they demonstrated that transplanting in organic and low-input systems effectively increased yields.

Incorporating farmer input “made the research more difficult, but it made it more realistic,” says Bruce Rominger, one of the producers involved in the decision.

As another example of the important contribution made by growers, Temple points to one year’s corn yields. The low-input system had far outperformed the conventional system, and researchers initially attributed the performance to better nitrogen nutrition in the low-input system.

But when growers examined the results and walked the test plots, they noticed a major difference in how the systems had been planted. Corn was planted in two rows per 60-inch bed in the conventional system and in single-row, 30-inch beds in the other systems. This meant that the conventionally grown corn had less access to ground moisture, which is why it did not perform as well. “To sort it all out, we really counted on farmers to visit the plots and look over the data,” Temple says.

In the beginning, project organizers put a lot of time into working with cooperative extension to identify farmers in the area who would be a good fit for the project. Temple says the goal was to represent a variety of backgrounds.

Growers in the SAFS project were not compensated. However, Rominger says he found the experience invaluable because it put him in touch with cutting-edge research that he was able to apply to his own operation—about 3,000 acres of both organic and conventional crops. In any research project involving farmers, he says, it is important to recruit growers who have already expressed an interest in the topic or in research in general, rather than to try to bring in people who do not appear interested. That is because a healthy relationship between farmers and researchers relies on mutual give-and-take.

Growers need to be patient with researchers, who do not have the freedom to move as fast as growers do on the farm. “Farmers are used to deciding something and then doing it the next day,” Rominger says. “At universities, it just doesn’t happen that way.”

Also, Rominger says it became frustrating to sit in meetings where funding was discussed at great length—a topic that is essential to any research project, but one that farmers cannot help with. He suggests that project coordinators keep farmers in the loop on funding issues but that they remain mindful not to spend much time discussing funding, or similar issues of little interest to farmers, on farmers’ time.

Systems researchers who involve farmers “need to truly want to use that input and not just do it because the foundation that funded them wants farmers on board. That attitude is not going to take you very far,” Rominger says.
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An approximate answer to the right problem is worth a good deal more than an exact answer to an approximate problem.

—John Tukey

A well-constructed research plan always follows four basic steps (Friedland and Folt, 2000):

• Development of one or more hypotheses to address important questions
• Application of the most appropriate methods to test the hypotheses
• Interpretation of results and synthesis of the findings
• Timely dissemination of results.

Agricultural systems research is no different; it proceeds through all of these steps, but the specific nature of this type of research, and the fact that it is often carried out by interdisciplinary groups with expertise in a wide range of disciplines, presents unique challenges. In particular, preliminary steps, such as defining the problem and setting goals, as well as the steps mentioned above—especially developing an appropriate experimental design—are more difficult in interdisciplinary groups where members often lack a shared paradigm or language. Furthermore, scientists and practitioners often have less experience with systems-based studies than with the more common reductionist approaches that require less intensive collaboration.
Defining the Project Scope
Collaborative research is most successful when it progresses sequentially through the steps of project development. The process begins with sharing knowledge and information, moves to defining the problem and setting goals, and then to developing the questions and hypotheses that form the basis for the experimental plan.

Figure 3.1 shows how a team can move from general to specific planning and depicts the importance of revisiting issues as a project develops. For example, budgets and other resources need to be planned in the early stages, but as the team sets goals and objectives and moves through the final planning stages, the budget should be adjusted as allocations for each objective are identified and tweaked. (Reallocation of financial resources for projects funded at different levels than proposed is covered in chapter 5.)

Information Gathering and Literature Review
Scientists cannot develop research questions in a vacuum. As with all scientific inquiry, defining problems and formulating research questions and hypotheses must occur in tandem with thorough knowledge of the pertinent literature. In agricultural systems research, this knowledge is usu-
ally supplemented by information not generally available from scientific journals, such as agronomic, ecological and economic knowledge of local and regional farming systems, and farmers’ observations of and familiarity with local farming systems. This “unpublished” information is particularly important for agricultural systems research that aims to improve local production systems.

Although scientists and practitioners bring knowledge of the literature and varying degrees of familiarity with local and regional production systems to a project, knowledge gaps often become evident as problems are framed and the experiment is developed. These gaps can be addressed by having the team brainstorm about what information is needed to move the project to the next stage and then by dividing up the task of collecting this information. The broader the range of disciplines represented on the team, the more important it is to foster cross-disciplinary exchange of basic information, which ultimately forms the foundation of the project.

Identifying the Problem
In traditional research settings, most people classify problems according to their area of expertise and then create a
“mental map” of their research program. These maps typically include broad goals, assumptions about the question or problem under study, a series of questions to be addressed and a plan for how the results will be used to move to the next stage of inquiry.

An interdisciplinary team working on agricultural systems research must move beyond fragmented, discipline-oriented definitions of problems. The problem must be framed to integrate diverse perspectives and to form a logical basis for reaching goals and answering research questions.

Consider, for instance, the roles that different experts can play in developing approaches to remediate nitrogen runoff. In a conventional research setting, each scientist and practitioner would view the problem through his or her disciplinary lens and would focus on tackling that part of the problem. In contrast, an interdisciplinary approach would require integration of distinct perspectives to provide linkages among system components that would be evident to each team member. Using this approach, the team would develop a broad model that portrays how system components interact to contribute to the problem. This model could include field-scale biophysical processes, landscape characteristics that influence fertilizer loss, and socioeconomic processes that influence farmers’ management decisions. Figure 3.2 depicts three conceptual models of impacts and factors that contribute to nitrogen use and pollution from a systems perspective, each generated by a team with different perspectives and priorities.

**FIGURE 3.2. Three Conceptual Models of the Drivers and Consequences of FertilizerNitrogen Management**

**Figure 3.2A. Crop, Environmental and Management Factors Affecting Nitrogen Use Efficiency**

Conceptual model depicting the three main controlling processes (nitrogen demand, supply and losses) and the major mechanisms and factors regulating fertilizer N use efficiency. The symbol in the center represents the “control center,” which influences the flow of fertilizer N into the crop. From Balasubramanian et al. (2004).
Figure 3.2B. Societal Responses for Addressing Nitrogen Fertilizer Needs: Balancing Food Production and Environmental Concerns

Conceptual model showing the range of N access/supply, N application patterns that emerge at the national level, and effects on food security and the environment. From Palm et al. (2004).

Figure 3.2C. Pathways of Nitrogen Loss and Their Impacts on Human Health and the Environment

Conceptual model showing interactions between N input and N loss processes. From Peoples et al. (2004).
To be useful as a project planning tool, a concept map should:

- Describe a system that encompasses the research questions
- Have clear boundaries
- Define the system components and their interactions
- Provide a logical framework for the research questions
- Be developed and agreed upon by all collaborators such that each person can find his or her subsystem or area of expertise in the model
- Be understandable to reviewers, stakeholders and potential funders.

Concept maps, as discussed in chapter 2, make a useful starting point for interdisciplinary collaboration because they require a team to graphically represent the research problem within a larger systems context (Heemskerk et al., 2003). This ensures that everyone in the group begins with the same picture of the complex system and problem. Thus, in addition to the team-building function, a conceptual model is indispensable in formulating a research plan.

Establishing Goals and Objectives
Once the research team agrees upon a conceptual model of the system or problem that will be the project focus, it can move to the next stage of developing project goals and research questions, where cross-disciplinary syntheses often emerge.

At this early stage, it is easier to include everyone’s ideas about goals and questions than to condense or set priorities, so teams should be inclusive. However, this can lead to unwieldy projects with too many goals that are too diffuse to be managed effectively, so the group will eventually need to limit the project goals by setting priorities. The team leader’s ability to facilitate project development will be crucial at this juncture. The leader must ensure that the group considers how well the goals and priorities balance the interests of different disciplines and stakeholders and whether they are a good fit for the project as a whole. Each participant must also have a research focus in the project that will be cutting-edge in their discipline and that will contribute to the whole. Otherwise some participants may feel they are merely “in service to” the project without reaping any professional gain (see Boxes 1.3 and 1.4).

Matching Experimental Design to Goals
After the team has developed a set of goals and objectives, the next step is to formulate the project (or experimental) plan. In this phase, the team plans the overall experimental design and specifies methods for implementation, analysis, and interpretation of results. Projects that generate results to be applied in farming systems should include a plan for conveying the information to stakeholders. Depending on the type of project and the nature of the research, try to frame questions or hypotheses to guide development of the experimental plan at this stage. See Box 3.1 for examples of systems-level hypotheses.

As with all research, the experimental design must be well suited to achieving the experimental goals. This can be challenging in collaborative projects when team members lack experience in designing interdisciplinary studies that address questions at the systems level.

**BOX 3.1. Examples of Systems-Level Hypotheses for Agricultural Systems Research**

1. Biologically diversified agricultural systems are more resilient than less diversified systems.
2. Agricultural systems designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and store soil carbon will have improved soil and water quality.
3. Diverse crop and livestock systems have lower environmental and economic risk than monoculture systems.
4. All energy and nutrient needs can be generated on-farm in a New Hampshire dairy system.
5. Organic cash grain systems are economically competitive and have reduced greenhouse gas emissions per pound of grain produced compared to non-organic grain systems.
During the experimental design phase, two common problems often arise. First, if the conceptual model does not accurately represent the system, it will be difficult to develop a systems-level hypothesis or an appropriate experimental design. If the research team is having trouble at this stage, it may help to reassess the logic and assumptions behind the conceptual framework and to revisit the project goals and objectives.

Second, differences in experimental and analytical approaches across disciplines may hinder the design process, especially if the team is composed of members who do not have experience in cross-disciplinary collaborations. If this occurs, have group members give presentations that explain their individual research approaches. These presentations should be specific to the project, describe the methods needed to address particular questions, and explain the rationale for using those methods. Taking time to exchange this information will help team members understand how other disciplines approach research and will greatly facilitate the experimental planning.

The experimental design phase generally has two planning stages. The first focuses on big-picture decisions about issues such as the research location and time frame and the types of agricultural systems and processes to be studied. Sometimes, the team will make big-picture decisions while defining the project goals and research questions.

The second stage involves decisions that are determined by the larger plan, objectives and available funding. These decisions usually focus on site selection criteria, plot size and configuration, and identification of variables to be measured.

Situating Experiments: Simulated and Existing Agricultural Systems

Two distinct approaches have generally been used to situate interdisciplinary studies of agricultural systems (Shennan et al., 1991; Drinkwater, 2002). One approach uses simulated agricultural systems, which are simulated, replicated experiments designed to answer specific questions. Simulated agricultural systems are often set up at agricultural research stations but can also be located on farms. The second approach uses in-place existing agricultural systems, systems that are already in operation for production purposes. These are more commonly used to make comparisons across specific landscapes or to understand actual systems in-situ. Existing agricultural systems can range from working farms (Drinkwater et al., 1995, Needelman et al., 1999) to larger agricultural landscapes (Auclair, 1976) and watersheds (David et al., 2009). As with other experimental decisions, choosing which type of design to use will depend on the project goals and hypotheses. Each approach has strengths and limitations.

In some cases, the appropriate research site(s) may be obvious because the questions or goals specify the design. For example, if researchers were studying the fate of legume-derived nitrogen or carbon after incorporation of green manures, they would set up a simulated, replicated system because the research would involve stable isotope tracers, which would be difficult to use on a working farm. Research on the impacts of farm-scale vegetation and crop rotation on insect pests and natural enemies would need to be conducted on existing farms due to the scale of the processes being studied.

Other questions, such as those exploring the relationship between plant species diversity and cover crop performance, could be addressed using a range of experimental designs, depending on the hypotheses to be tested. For example, research examining the effects of cover crop species composition on biomass production, weed suppression or N₂O emissions could be conducted in simulated plots at a research station. However, research evaluating cover crop performance using farmer-developed criteria such as compatibility with rotations, ease of management, and reliability would be conducted on existing farms. Frequently, a hybrid approach that includes field stations as well as working farms or landscapes may be the most effective design, because the advantages and limitations of different types of research venues are often complementary.

Historically, the simulated agricultural system model has been more widely used. Table 3.1 summarizes some of the largest and most recent replicated, on-station systems experiments in the United States comparing various production systems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems (SAFS) 1988–2002*</td>
<td>UC Davis, Davis, CA</td>
<td>Initiated to produce information on sustainable farming practices, the experiment station-based project compared organic, low-input and conventional tomato farming systems in California’s Sacramento Valley. The project involved a close partnership and information exchange between producers and researchers seeking to compile data most relevant and similar to commercial production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodale Institute Farming Systems Trial (FST) 1981–current*</td>
<td>Rodale Institute, Kutztown, PA</td>
<td>Initiated to compare the benefits of organic agriculture over conventional agriculture, this trial takes a long-term approach to data collection and research. The project compares conventional, no-till, organic manure and organic legume treatments of corn and soybean rotations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Research Service Farming Systems Project 1993–current</td>
<td>Beltsville Agricultural Research Center, Beltsville, MD</td>
<td>Modeled on Rodale’s FST project, this research involves five replicated cropping systems, each under three tillage options and controlled for site variation. Three organic and two conventional cropping systems are planted annually; each system differs in nutrient source, weed control and crop rotation and is managed under no-till, conventional or chisel tillage. Data are analyzed to assess the economic, agronomic, soil health, nutrient dynamic and biological sustainability of the treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term Research on Agricultural Systems (LTRAS) 1993–current*</td>
<td>Russell Ranch Sustainable Agriculture Facility, UC Davis, CA</td>
<td>LTRAS assesses the long-term sustainability of different crop rotations, farming systems, nitrogen inputs and levels of water use. Ten systems are studied, using rotations of tomatoes, wheat, corn, legumes, perennial grasses and alfalfa in replicated microplots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin Integrated Cropping Systems Trial (WICST) 1989–current*</td>
<td>UW-Madison Arlington Agricultural Research Station, southern Wisconsin</td>
<td>WICST provides data from three cash grain cropping systems and three forage systems in field-scale plots. Initially launched to determine if increasingly complex rotations could reduce reliance on commercial inputs, WICST has progressed to answer broader questions about sustainability using long-term data. Data on soil fertility, weed control, earthworm populations and groundwater contamination are collected from three replicated cash grain systems and three forage grain systems; there is also a focus on economic analysis of productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota Variable Input Crop Management Systems (VICMS) 1989–current*</td>
<td>Southwestern Minnesota</td>
<td>VICMS studies the effects of four management levels on corn–soybean and corn–soybean–oat–alfalfa rotations. Management includes no inputs, lower purchased inputs, higher purchased inputs, and organic inputs. Each management/rotation combination has three replicates and is analyzed for yield, profitability and effects on soil quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State Long-Term Agroecological Research (LTAR) 1998–current*</td>
<td>Leopold Center, Ames, IA</td>
<td>A long-term arm of the ISU Organic Agriculture Project, LTAR is an ongoing study of the different effects of organic and conventional systems on soil quality, water quality, energy use, economic returns and weed management. The study includes four randomized rotations of corn, soybeans, alfalfa, oats, wheat and red clover. Data collected thus far have provided strong support for the environmental benefits of organic agriculture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire Dairy Project 2011–2015*</td>
<td>Organic Dairy Research Farm, Lee, NH</td>
<td>This four-year project focuses on sustainable livestock farming, specifically how alternative feeding crops such as warm- and cool-season grasses, summer annuals, pasture brassicas and silage affect both the environment and the quality of milk produced. In an effort to increase the sustainability of dairy operations while complying with pasture-focused FDA rules, researchers assess methane emissions, soil nitrous oxide output, overall greenhouse gas emissions, milk quality and the cost of feeding cows on these alternative pastures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg Biological Research Station - Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) 1988–current</td>
<td>Hickory Corners, MI</td>
<td>Part of the National Network of LTER sites, the Kellogg Biological Research Station provides a space for more than 100 scientists to conduct experiments on pressing agroecological questions while contributing to national education and outreach. Many researchers work to find methods of increasing the profitability of agriculture while providing environmental benefits. Focuses include agronomy, microbial ecology, plant dynamics, insect dynamics, biogeochemistry, regionalization, ecosystem services and biofuels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Environmental Farming Systems (CEFS) 1994–current*</td>
<td>Goldsboro, NC</td>
<td>A partnership between North Carolina State University, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University and the North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, CEFS provides a physical base for research and demonstration projects at Cherry Research Farm. Field research units focus on six areas: alternative swine production, farming systems, organic systems, pasture-based beef, pasture-based dairy and small-farm production. CEFS’s farming systems research unit compares five ecosystems: an integrated crop–animal system, an organically managed cropping system, a conventional cash cropping system, a successional ecosystem and a plantation forestry system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Cropping Systems for Dairy Farmers in the Northeast 2010–current*</td>
<td>State College, PA</td>
<td>This large-scale, multidisciplinary systems project at Penn State University compares two diverse six-year rotations that include continuous covers such as rye, canola, oats and alfalfa, interspersed with corn and soybeans. Both rotations use multiple strategies to promote sustainability and minimize off-farm inputs while producing forage, feed and fuel for a simulated 65-cow, 240-acre dairy farm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denotes projects that have received SARE funding. Visit www.sare.org/project-reports to find more information about individual SARE research projects.
Simulated agricultural systems offer a number of advantages over existing agricultural systems. For one, researchers can compare management systems while reducing variability in soil type, management history, farmer skill, surrounding habitat or microclimate. Second, promising innovative cropping systems that are not currently in use by farmers can be studied. Finally, simulated systems allow for investigations over time of changes that occur after implementation of new management schemes, since all systems begin with well-defined time-zero conditions.

However, these strengths are tied to certain limitations. Since data are obtained from a single location, the effect of varying environmental conditions (e.g., soil texture or landscape-level biodiversity) on agricultural systems cannot be studied. Also, research is sometimes limited to the study of a few sets of practices to represent a given type of production system (Liebhardt et al., 1989; Temple et al., 1994), whereas in reality, farmers can choose from many variations on a central theme. It can also be challenging to achieve optimal management of all systems being compared, particularly when innovative, farmer-developed management regimes are compared to more common management systems. Even with detailed advice from farmers, farm crews may not have the skills or equipment to effectively simulate farmer practice. Furthermore, agricultural systems developed at research stations cannot adequately address landscape-scale ecosystem processes or certain socioeconomic questions. Finally, while simulated agricultural system experiments are well suited for examining early effects of management on soils, it is financially and logistically difficult to maintain these experiments over decades; thus, obtaining long-term data can be difficult.

The use of existing systems such as farms, watersheds or agricultural landscapes as study sites has been less common than the use of simulated systems, perhaps because the limitations are often thought to exceed the advantages. There is a continuing misperception among agronomists that hypotheses cannot be tested using existing sites since many factors cannot be controlled across farms. On-farm studies can be more logistically difficult due to lack of control over the research sites (for example, farmers sometimes change their plans and may forget to contact researchers). Furthermore, existing farms are usually less accessible and more dispersed, and therefore more costly to study, compared to sites at an experiment station. However, uncontrolled variation and some of the other challenges can be dealt with through appropriate research design and site selection.

The most important advantage of using existing systems as research sites is that the systems are realistic in terms of scale, management practices and farmer constraints and so provide a unique opportunity to study agricultural processes under “real world” conditions. Another advantage is that site selection can be used to either minimize or increase environmental variability to test hypotheses and achieve results that apply across a wider range of environments and conditions. For example, Needelman et al. (1999) selected farms with soil textural differences to investigate interactions between management practices and soil texture. Furthermore, transition effects can be avoided by selecting well-established farms with differing management regimes, which are probably closer to steady-state conditions.

Alternatively, research that addresses changes through time can test hypotheses by using sites that have been managed for varying durations. Finally, some agricultural system properties that are influenced by landscape-scale characteristics require the use of farm-scale study sites (Letourneau et al., 1996; Elias et al., 1998), as do studies of socioeconomic processes.

**Experimental Design Using Simulated Agricultural Systems**

All simulated agricultural systems experiments attempt to mimic the behavior of real-world systems. To ensure that they represent viable systems from the perspective of practitioners, these experiments must be developed with grower participation. The research team needs to be clear during both the design and implementation phases about what systems are being represented in the experiment and should involve knowledgeable farmers in the design process. Moreover, when planning the research, keep in mind that any new management scheme will undergo a transition phase and will require time to reflect the current management.
practices. For example, if cover crop rotations are imposed on a site in which annual crops have been alternated with bare fallows, changes in the size and composition of the microbial community and labile soil organic matter (SOM) pools may be detected in two to four years while significant changes in total SOM pools may not be evident for a decade or more.

**Defining the Systems**

Once the goals and objectives are clearly established, defining the system treatments is fairly straightforward, as long as realistic management regimes are used. Realistic agricultural systems vary extensively, and comparisons of single management practices will not be possible in these experiments. While comparing practices by restricting the number of factors that differ across treatments can be tempting, this approach often results in failure because the treatments do not represent a viable agricultural system. The treatments being compared must be reasonable representations of agricultural systems. For example, to compare rotations with and without cover crops, other management practices must be modified to adjust for the addition of cover crops. Planting dates for cash crops will be later and nitrogen fertilizer rates can be reduced when cover crops replace bare fallows. Likewise, to compare realistic organic and conventional management systems, treatments must differ in many management practices such as crop rotation, inputs, crop varieties and planting dates. This may seem problematic to those who are more familiar with factorial designs in which all aspects of management except for the factor of interest are held constant. However, farmers can rarely make a single change in their farming system without adjusting other variables to optimize the system performance.

In order to develop specific management practices, the team must establish distinct objectives and guiding strategies for each agricultural system treatment. This approach can involve an iterative cycle in which scenarios are developed with farmer involvement, after which a wider group of stakeholders assesses whether the system treatments appear valid (Figure 3.3). Developing distinct guidelines for each treatment allows for flexibility in management practices to respond to normal variation through time, such as variability in precipitation or weed pressure, while ensuring that the management conforms to the overall strategy.

A good example of this process can be seen in a long-term systems experiment in New York comparing four
TABLE 3.2. Major Factors Determining Management Decisions for Four Organic Cropping Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CS1-TYPICAL PRACTICE</th>
<th>CS2-INCREASED USE OF COVER CROPS</th>
<th>CS3-REDUCED CASH CROP INTENSITY</th>
<th>CS4-REDUCED TILLAGE INTENSITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income goal</td>
<td>Max income/acre</td>
<td>Max income/acre</td>
<td>Max income/hour</td>
<td>Max income/acre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary constraint</td>
<td>Land</td>
<td>Land</td>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropping intensity</td>
<td>Cash crop every year, double crops when possible</td>
<td>Cash crop every year, no double cropping</td>
<td>Cash crops alternate with a fallow year with intensive cover cropping</td>
<td>Cash crop every year, no double cropping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Management Priorities

First | High soil fertility | Soil health: increased use of cover crops | Low weed pressure | Soil health: reduced tillage |
Second | Weed management | Low weed pressure | Soil health: increased use of cover crops | Low weed pressure |
Third | Soil health: mainly compost inputs, some use of cover crops | Reduced purchased inputs | Reduced purchased inputs | Reduced purchase inputs |

Drinkwater et al. unpublished documents from the Cornell Organic Vegetable Systems Trial.

organic vegetable cropping systems. Although all of the systems focused on organic vegetable production and included crops commonly grown in the northeastern United States, their management practices reflected differences in income goals, production constraints and overall management priorities (Table 3.2). Cropping System 1 (CS1) simulated a typical, intensive vegetable system with double cropping in two of the four years (i.e., six cash crops in a four-year cycle). CS3 mimicked an innovative, reduced-intensity system developed by two experienced organic farmers and alternated one year of cash crops with one year of cover cropping, meaning cash crops were produced in two of every four years (i.e., two cash crops in a four-year cycle). CS2 and CS4 were experimental treatments developed collaboratively by the scientists, extension educators and farmers; these treatments applied key strategies used in CS3 while aiming to produce a cash crop every year (i.e., four cash crops in a four-year cycle). The goals and constraints were similar in CS2 and CS4, but CS2 emphasized the use of cover crops, whereas CS4 involved reducing tillage.

Before developing new agricultural systems experiments, review and analyze past and ongoing systems trials established across the United States (Table 3.1); each has unique design features that reflect the regional environment, farming practices and research priorities. These experiments fall along a continuum, from those investigating fundamental questions about ecological processes to those focused on optimizing regional production systems. Virtually all of these experiments can generate both practical outcomes and new knowledge of ecological processes in agricultural systems. They have also involved farmers and include supplemental experiments in addition to the main systems experiment.

So, how does the team go about developing system treatments to be compared? As with all other design decisions, begin with the goals of the research project. If the goals are to improve or optimize production systems for particular crops, then the treatments may need to capture subtle differences. For example, the project could include organic grain treatments that differ only in terms of rotation, fertility inputs and tillage. This approach is commonly used when the most important goal is to develop improvements for a management system or to evaluate a range of options in a way that is meaningful to farmers. Box 3.2 outlines how one group developed a cropping systems experiment with these goals in mind.

If the study goal is to understand how management strategies affect system processes and agronomic and environmental outcomes, then the team will want to develop system–treatments that reflect best practices for each management strategy. For example, a study could compare conventional tillage to no-till, organic to conventional, or varying levels of intensification.

If the team wants to understand how diverse, large agricultural systems function relative to managed or unmanaged ecosystems, then the study may need to include agroforestry or woody biomass treatments or unmanaged ecosystems.
Initially, the team designed a long-term trial that included a factorial approach to comparing low and high fertilizer nitrogen levels applied to eight potato-rotation sequences with different intensities of residues and winter cover. Potato growers, however, were not interested in this design, because it was complex and had a large number of treatments, including many that were biologically interesting but not viable in terms of farming integrity or economics. The growers were interested in an experiment that compared intact cropping systems.

As a result, the final experimental design, developed in response to input from growers and cooperative extension, was revised to compare cropping systems that included three common farmer rotations as “goal posts” to a farmer cover crop rotation that kept the soil continuously covered and produced large amounts of cover crop residues. Also included were four researcher-designed and farmer-approved alternative rotations that tested gradients of biodiversity via the presence of diverse cover crops and treatments with or without compost.

Two critical elements in this process turned out to be (1) a baseline survey to document farmer practice in pilot areas at the beginning of the project, allowing evaluation of impact and adoption over time; and (2) frequent input from the farmer advisors provided through surveys, informal discussions at the trial sites and formal meetings with the research team.

Sieglinde Snapp, Project Director

Design Considerations

In simulated agricultural research projects, several aspects of design differ from typical replicated plot experiments. Three issues deserve special attention: plot size, management regimes within treatments, and the use of supplemental, small-scale experiments.
CHAPTER 3

Plot Size

Systems experiments usually require much larger plots than typical experiment station plots, partly to accommodate farm-scale equipment. Using farm-scale equipment offers two main advantages: (1) farmers tend to view results more favorably if the system treatments are managed with the equipment they will be using, and (2) it enables researchers to run accurate energy and economic analyses. Moreover, plot size has important consequences for the experiment itself. Larger plots reduce the significance of edge effects—the influence of differences in microclimate and weed pressure along field margins—and tillage impacts, both of which can become more problematic over time. Large plots ensure that there is plenty of space for sample collection by multiple lab groups, or for experiments to be embedded in the main plots. For example, in long-term experiments, weed pressure can be exacerbated by species that mature and produce seeds along plot edges. In addition, any study that includes research on highly mobile organisms (e.g., arthropods) will require very large plots, and in some cases adequate space is not available. For example, some characteristics of arthropod communities can only be studied using real farm sites because simulated systems cannot be made large enough to mimic on-farm conditions. Likewise, moldboard plowing in small plots can result in poor seed-bed preparation and dead furrows. Excessive wheel traffic can also be a problem in small plots. The team will need to weigh the costs of maintaining a larger experiment against the benefits of larger plots. For example, large plots can be impractical if the study crops are expensive to grow and harvest (such as vegetables that are sequentially hand harvested).

Management Regimes

In traditional factorial experiments, the same crops are grown at the same time. Researchers seek to eliminate crop species as a source of variability so they can study other factors such as tillage or fertility management. In many agricultural systems projects, even those designed as replicated systems comparisons, the treatments being compared most likely will have different crop rotations, and the same crops might not be grown in the same year. During design, remember that crop species is just one of many factors that affect the overall performance of a system. In a systems experiment, the entire system, including the treatments, is the unit of study. There are two ways to create rotations for each system:

- Accept rotational differences as a factor distinguishing the system treatments. If the goal is to replicate and understand distinct cropping systems, then it might not be necessary to emphasize the performance of specific crops across the systems. Often, these differences in rotation are essential for defining systems that make sense from a farming perspective. For example, a major difference between organic and conventional systems is rotational sequence, because organic systems rely on rotation as part of pest management, whereas conventional systems have access to inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides. If the plan is to grow different crops each year, consider using economic assessments to compare the performance of system treatments (e.g., the cost of production relative to yields and crop value), or consider comparing yields relative to county averages (e.g., “Yields were 10 percent above and 20 percent below county averages in cropping systems 1 and 2, respectively”). The study could also compare soil properties and other attributes to the stage of crop development (e.g., soil health properties can be compared six weeks after planting or at crop senescence). Finally, the results for a particular year become less important as the experiment continues, because trends can be analyzed over time and from multiyear averages of crop-related data. For instance, after 10 years of data collection, a team can examine yield trends over time, so rotational differences across the treatments become less important.

- Design the experiment to accommodate rotational differences and allow for comparison of crops in the same growing season. Rotations can be designed so that the same crop will occur at certain points in the rotation. For example, the team could design three-year and six-year rotations so that corn occurs in the same growing season at least once per rotation cycle. A split-plot design provides the strongest approach to allowing for rotational differences while maximizing opportunities to compare crops because it can accommodate different entry points for each cropping system (Peterson et al., 1999). The split-plot design is particularly useful in systems experiments because it allows for the study of both the effects of the main (whole) plots and the effects of the subplots (split plots) within those plots. Randomization is used for both the whole plot and the subplots.

Split Plot. In a split-plot experiment, there are two levels of experimental units: whole plots, and split plots (subplots) within these plots. Split plots allow for an additional variable to be tested within the main experiment. Randomization is used for both the whole plot and the subplots.
number of split plots is determined by the length of the rotation cycle, so that the entire rotation is represented in any given year (Figure 3.4). The use of split plots to represent each entry point in the rotation is an extremely effective design that strengthens the power of the experiment to detect management and/or climate interactions and to directly compare crop performance within management regimes; however, it greatly expands the size and complexity of the experiment. Several cropping systems studies have taken an intermediate approach, using a split-plot design to accommodate more than one point in the rotation each year (usually two to three) without representing the entire rotation every year.

Supplemental Satellite Experiments and Nested Subplots
Many agricultural systems experiments include smaller experiments located outside and/or inside the main plots to test new management practices or to solve management problems occurring in the main experiment. Smaller experiments (“satellite trials”) outside of the main plots often consist of small factorial trials intended to solve a problem or test new equipment. These short-term, quick assessments can pretest new varieties, planting densities or techniques for incorporating cover crops. Satellite trials do not account for all variables operating within the larger experiment, but by using them to screen practices, the team can improve management while reducing risks to the main experiment.
Subplots embedded within the larger experiment can be used to test hypotheses and are effective for teasing out underlying mechanistic differences across the systems. When using embedded subplots, only one factor is varied so that specific cause-and-effect relationships within the management system can be investigated. For example, small, paired plots could be used to determine whether weed pressure affects crop yields. Treatments could include a plot in which weeds missed by the normal weed control practices are removed by hand and a “control” plot in which ambient weeds are not removed. (See p. 63 in chapter 4 for a specific discussion of the use of subplots.)

Long-Term Experiments
Many ecosystem processes, particularly those related to soil organic matter dynamics, cannot be adequately studied in less than a decade. To produce useful information, simulated agricultural system studies need to go through two to three rotation cycles, which requires a minimum of 10 to 12 years. Results from the first rotation cycle often represent a transitional phase and do not generally reflect the potential performance of a newly established system.

For long-term studies, establish methods for archiving research protocols, samples and data. Develop a master document to archive field notes and descriptions of weather, field operations and sample collection, along with any observations of unique factors that may have influenced system performance. These may include variables such as weather patterns that interfered with management operations or crop growth. Also document any deviations in management or errors in operations for specific plots. If not adequately catalogued, these events may be lost to future researchers who are trying to make sense of archived data. Also include a system for updating the agricultural practices to keep the experiment relevant (Aref and Wander, 1997).

Finally, have a mechanism for maintaining continuity of management regimes, sample collection, analytical techniques and storage methods so that consistency does not depend on a single technician or graduate student. Identify at least one person, usually the team leader, who will commit to keeping the data and archived samples organized and accessible so that the research can continue to build on the early findings of the experiment.

Experimental Design Using Existing Agricultural Systems
As with simulated research sites, the most suitable sites for existing agricultural systems will be determined from the research goals. Examples of where existing sites may be better than simulated sites for systems research include:

- Farm-scale questions, particularly those relating to effects of farm-scale vegetation or land use, farmer decision-making, marketing strategies and farm enterprise budgets
- Studies in which cross-scale interactions may be important. This is generally the case for research involving integrated pest management or organic farming systems where natural biological control is an important line of defense
- Research targeting processes that operate at scales too large to be accommodated by research stations, such as economics and other social system processes, questions focused on highly mobile pests or beneficial insects, and landscape-level ecological processes
- Research on interactions between environmental variation (e.g., soil type, texture or topographical location) and management
- Research aimed at improving management practices that require unique expertise or equipment not available at the research station
- Studies of innovative systems located on private land and that would require time, money or new skills to recreate at experiment stations.

Site selection is usually an iterative process that alternates between information gathering and decision-making (Figure 3.5). As the team explores sites, the experimental plan may need to be adapted to make it compatible with available sites. Although study sites may be identified during proposal writing (since site selection often requires preliminary data collection), make the final site choices after funding is secured.

The most important consideration when choosing existing agricultural systems study sites is to minimize confounding variables across farms; however, these variables depend on the questions being addressed. For example, when studying how management practices affect soil properties, the farm location and the adjacent land use or vegetation may not be important, but parent soil type and prior uses would be critically important. In contrast, when studying aboveground arthropod communities across farms, the surrounding habitat, microclimate and field size all need to be considered. Not surprisingly, as the number of disciplines involved in the study increases, the list of confounding variables becomes longer, and it becomes more challenging to select sites that do not have confounding variation.
The nested approach uses surveys to collect information from a large pool of potential farms and then narrows down the possible sites based on criteria developed by the research team.

Although there is no single “correct” process for identifying farm sites, the following key steps are broadly applicable:

• Familiarize all team members with the literature from on-farm agricultural systems research before beginning the site-selection process.

• Define and prioritize the site-selection criteria: location, scale, crops, soil type, management strategy, etc.

• Conduct a preliminary survey of potential study sites to obtain basic knowledge of the common characteristics of these farms. Consult with growers with whom team members have established relationships.

• If the study requires a large number of farm sites, consider identifying more potential sites than needed, and then collect basic information after finalizing the selection criteria. Extra site surveys can be useful for providing a larger context for the study.

• Consider conducting site visits as a group. Some groups find it efficient to visit sites after they have narrowed the list down to probable study locations. Final site selections should be made after these visits.

• Consider including preliminary soil tests or other diagnostic measurements (e.g., presence or absence of pests or beneficial insects) as additional information for the final site selection.

• When finalizing selections, include extra sites to allow for the possibility that some farms may be eliminated as the study progresses (the farmer’s plans may change, sites may be lost through crop failure, etc.).

• Select farm sites where growers are enthusiastic about the research project or have a track record of hosting research on their farms. This is particularly important when the project will be manipulating the system or the farmer will be asked to make special accommodations for the research.

• Compensate growers appropriately for their participation in the research, and include a plan for sharing the research findings with all cooperating farmers.

Box 3.3 describes the extensive farm-site selection processes used for a project comparing ecological characteristics among a large number of farms.
The goal of this team-led study, funded by SARE, was to test hypotheses about the impacts of management on ecological and agronomic characteristics in conventional and organic production systems. The team developed interdisciplinary hypotheses and an experimental design that addressed interactions among components of the systems (Drinkwater et al., 1995). In addition, each investigator had a focused, discipline-specific hypothesis about soil processes, crop production, plant pathology or arthropod community dynamics, which supported the study’s overall goals (Workneh and van Bruggen, 1994; Letourneau and Goldstein, 2001).

After agreeing on the major questions, the team began the process of site selection by listing all the criteria representing all the disciplinary perspectives. While the list highlighted differences in priorities, the team agreed to maximize overlap in geographic location, local climate and parent soil types between both types of farming systems. It also produced a list of secondary criteria consisting of attributes that at least some of the sites needed to contain.

Initially, the team considered two important vegetable-producing regions as potential study areas: the Central Coast valleys of California, which produce mainly cool-season vegetables; and the inland Central Valley, which produces warm-season vegetables. The team used site visits and a questionnaire to gather information on organic and conventional vegetable producers in both regions. The coastal region had favorable characteristics for some of the project’s objectives; most notably, a potentially serious root pathogen of lettuce was present on both types of farms. However, several obstacles made the Central Coast region problematic for this interdisciplinary study. Specifically, the organic and conventional farms were segregated into different valleys and had almost no geographical overlap. In addition, the very short duration of lettuce crops (six weeks) made data collection at many field sites impossible.

In contrast, in the Central Valley, organic and conventional farms overlapped in their geographical distribution, and although there was a climatic gradient, both types of farms were located along the gradient. Furthermore, all of the organic farms had conventional agricultural neighbors, and some were surrounded by large conventionally farmed fields. As a result, the team chose tomato production in the Central Valley for the project. In contrast, if the team’s plant pathologist had been conducting the research alone, she would have opted to study lettuce production in the Central Coast region.

Once the team selected the region and the crop to be studied, it needed to select farms as study sites. This process required compromise among disciplines. Each team member ranked sites by priorities related to their area of expertise. In this way, the sites that were most important for each discipline were sampled by the entire team, providing a strong basis for developing integrated questions. Because there was a limited number of organic farms, the team first selected organic farm sites and then identified an appropriate mix of comparable conventional farms. The team originally planned to pair sites even though they expected to use multivariate statistics, but in the end, they were not able to arrange the sites in pairs that were acceptable to all disciplines.

In the first year, in addition to farm sites that were sampled by all disciplines, individual researchers chose and sampled extra sites to strengthen their own disciplinary work. At the time, this seemed like a realistic compromise because it allowed the group to take an integrated interdisciplinary approach on a majority of sites while also providing some autonomy to more rigorously test sampling methods and selection criteria for each research component. At the end of the first year, however, the group discovered that the findings from the sites that were sampled by all disciplines were much more interesting and informative. In the second year, the group agreed on a set of 18 sites that were the best for integrated questions, and these were sampled by all disciplines.

See Drinkwater et al., 1995, for more details.
Design Considerations
Along with site selection possibilities, multiple types of systems can be studied when using existing systems. The following examples offer insight into how to match methodology with research goals.

Comparing Farm Pairs
Comparing farm pairs is the most common method used to study working farm systems. It assumes that confounding variation can be reduced by carefully matching paired farm sites. This design considers each pair as a replication, which allows common statistical analyses to be used (Lockeretz et al., 1981; Reganold, 1993). The strategy works fairly well if the study involves fewer disciplines and the geographic distribution of the farm types to be compared is similar. As the number of disciplines involved in the study increases, agreeing on how to designate farm pairs can become difficult because the number of criteria used to match the pairs also grows. For example, soil type would be the most important criteria for matching farms in a study focusing on the impact of tillage intensity on soil properties. In contrast, soil type, field size, microclimate and surrounding landscapes would all need to be matched to examine the impact of farming systems on soil processes and arthropod pests. Furthermore, if the farm types are geographically segregated or differ by landscape position or soil type, establishing farm pairs without confounding environmental variability will not be possible.

Comparing Groups of Farms
When pairing farms is not possible, another option is to design the study to compare groups of farms using multivariate statistics (Drinkwater et al., 1995; Wander and Bollero, 1999). This approach allows greater flexibility in site selection because the need to find farm pairs that meet matching criteria is eliminated. Instead, the criteria are applied to groups of farms. Farm sites are selected so that confounding variables have similar distributions in each group. For example, groups of farms are usually defined in terms of specific environmental variables (Needelman et al., 1999) or management types (Drinkwater et al., 1995) and are then compared to address the question of interest. A variation on this approach is to identify a set of farms that form a continuum (in terms of environmental or management characteristics) rather than contrasting groups (Steenwerth et al., 2002). For example, the use of a chronosequence—a set of soils, farms or ecosystems that have been under differing management regimes for a varying length of time—can provide useful information about how quickly the agricultural system responds to changes in management.

In-Depth Study of a Single Site or a Single Pair of (Usually Adjacent) Farms
Farms can serve as sites for mechanistic studies of small-scale processes such as microbiobally mediated processes. In this case, rather than focus on the effects of management practices on ecosystem processes, researchers concentrate on interactions within a farming system that is already well characterized by previous research (Steinheimer et al., 1998).

Larger-Scale Studies
Systems projects often address questions about processes that occur at scales larger than a field or farm. Examples include watershed comparisons (Sovell et al., 2000; Napier and Tucker, 2001) or studies that examine how land management varies across regions or through time (Auclair, 1976; Donner, 2003).

Mother-Baby Trials
This hybrid method combines the use of existing farm sites and experimental research station plots to systematically link biological performance with farmer assessment of technologies (Snapp et al., 2002). This approach is extremely powerful for developing improved management options, and it allows researchers to evaluate a wide variety of management strategies across varying farm environments and in a replicated field station design in a single experiment. It is also appealing to farmers because they can choose the options most relevant to their operation after viewing trials at the research station. A systematic framework to guide this approach was developed by Snapp et al. (2002) to evaluate soil fertility management options available to smallholder farmers in Malawi. The study, using replicated experiments at research stations, included all fertility management options and investigated ecological mechanisms and outcomes; farmers then selected a subset of these options, usually three or fewer, to test in their own fields under realistic conditions.

Case Studies
Case studies are useful when in-depth, qualitative information is needed. The social sciences rely more heavily on this approach than other disciplines, but case studies have also been proven useful in providing a holistic overview.
of specific farms. In fact, case studies can be excellent educational tools because stories are effective for reaching diverse audiences (Mikkelsen, 1995) and for enlightening agricultural researchers about management systems they rarely encounter. Case studies can also serve as the basis for generating hypotheses and can lead to new discoveries about how particular management systems function on working farms. The SARE case study on p. 58 provides an in-depth example of how one researcher used qualitative methods to holistically evaluate the decision-making process at three very different dairy systems in rural Wisconsin.

**Design Considerations for Statistical Models**

In general, systems-based studies and factorial experiments confront similar issues when determining the number of replications and plot configurations needed for adequate statistical analyses. A few issues, however, are specific to agricultural systems research and can be addressed by the experimental design and sampling strategies.

To start, what constitutes a “control” for a systems experiment? In factorial experiments, scientists often strengthen the design by including a control plot that does not receive the treatment (for example, in a fertilizer experiment, the zero-nitrogen treatment is the control). In a systems study, however, this type of control does not usually make sense, and there is generally no straightforward way to define a standard control treatment. Some studies do include a “reference” system, which often consists of the “typical” or “conventional” management system, to compare with a number of experimental alternatives. Depending on the experiment, this system may be referred to as “conventional” or “farmer practice.” This is more accurate than referring to the system as a “control,” since for most agricultural systems studies, the “control” can vary depending on the researchers’ perspectives. In experiments comparing agricultural systems to native or unmanaged native systems, the native ecosystems could be considered “controls” compared to agriculture. In general, avoid designating one system as a “control” because that determination is largely subjective in systems experiments and can lead to confusion.

Spatial variability can also be an issue in systems experiments because of the larger plot sizes. To minimize the impact of unexpected spatial variability in on-farm studies, research can be carried out within smaller, defined field plots (Drinkwater et al., 1995; Schipanski et al., 2010). Farmers, who are usually knowledgeable about spatial variability in their fields, can point out areas that behave differently and should be avoided. Within very large fields, smaller research plots can be used to target particular soil types to allow for better control of soil variability across sites. In field station experiments, allocate resources (e.g., time, funds) for a spatial assessment of the site if it is relatively large. A “uniformity trial” can be done by planting a single crop across the entire experimental site and collecting soil samples and plant biomass data on a defined grid. These baseline studies can be conducted for several years. GPS can be used to identify sampling locations, and geostatistical techniques can characterize spatial variability. Cavigelli et al. (2005) present an excellent example of this technique.

When considering how to block an experiment, analyses of spatial variability can be particularly useful. If possible, arrange blocks to reflect soil variability. Preliminary assessment of the research site has the added advantage of providing a framework that can be used for future sampling and to establish a strong baseline. As the experiment progresses, researchers can document changes over time by sampling a subset of points that were characterized during the preliminary assessment.

Because systems experiments tend to focus on longer-term trends and changes over time, establish a well-documented time-zero baseline, particularly for simulated, replicated system studies, to strengthen the ability to make these assessments. Cropping systems experiments in which the site is repeatedly planted to a single crop often begin with two to three baselines or year zeros. Allow multiple years for baseline data collection if the site includes fields with different management histories that have been combined for the experiment. Careful time-zero sample collection and archiving can also greatly expand future research possibilities. For example, consider collecting and archiving air-dried samples and freezing small samples (ideally at −80°C) in case there is a future interest in using molecular or other techniques.

**Financial Planning**

Start planning for the financial support of systems projects early. Most simulated agricultural systems projects that have been in place for 10 or more years are still in operation because the researchers planned ahead to receive institutional support (Table 3.1). Even where institutional support is provided, extramural funding is often required to carry out more ambitious research efforts after the experiment has been established. Interdisciplinary systems projects can be initiated with funding from competitive grants, but do not expect to maintain these studies beyond about eight years with competitive grant funding alone. This part of this chap-
ter focuses on financial planning for initiating an interdisciplinary systems research project. Strategies for long-term funding are discussed further in chapter 5.

Financial planning for interdisciplinary systems experiments can be complicated if the project includes more than three or four co-principal investigators (co-PIs) from different institutions, and if the goals are long term and exceed typical funding cycles. For large, complex projects, identify multiple funding sources in the early stages of project development if possible. Discuss funding levels early in the process so that proposal goals and objectives that are set for a particular proposal will be realistic for the funder.

Two considerations shape the distribution of funds among collaborators and institutions: (1) good collaboration will be promoted if funds are reasonably distributed among the individuals and institutions playing major roles in the project; and (2) the proposal goals, objectives and work plan must be compatible with the mission and goals outlined in the request for proposals. Budget planning typically needs to begin earlier for interdisciplinary projects than for disciplinary research. In single-discipline studies, researchers often develop the goals and experimental plan before constructing the budget because they have the experience to estimate the resources required for the planned work. This is often not the case in longer-term interdisciplinary systems projects; begin budget planning early, and be willing to refine and adjust the budget over time.

As with many other aspects of project planning, budget development is an iterative process that often requires adjustment of the experimental plan. The following steps can help with budget planning:

- Identify a target budget that is reasonable for the likely funding source and that reflects the project scope. Have this discussion in the early planning stages to help avoid developing unrealistic goals. Nothing will cause conflict in a newly formed group faster than trying to shrink a $600,000 research plan to meet a $200,000 budget cap. Begin with a conservative list of objectives and an experimental plan that can be expanded if the total budget is larger than expected.
- As goals and objectives become finalized, identify who will do the work to achieve each objective.
- The project leader should take a first stab at assigning budget allocations to organizations and co-PIs based on the outcomes expected from each contributor. Then, ask each co-PI to aim for those amounts when they draft their budgets. If funding sources allow indirect costs, be sure to include these in the budget plan and be clear about where overhead will be charged.

- While the experimental plan is being developed, have each organization and PI draft an individual budget. This will help in defining the details of the work plan. For example, the preliminary experimental plan may specify that 25 farms will be studied, but the budget may only allow for 20 farms.
- As the team fine-tunes the budgets and work plan, continue to assess whether the integrity of the overall project is being maintained. The project leader must help the group balance individual interests and budget needs with the needs of the project as a whole. Often, the original plan developed by an interdisciplinary team is too costly and needs to be paired down to meet budget limitations. This can be an advantage, because it helps the group to focus and identify key priorities.

This open budgeting process ensures that experimental planning and budget development progress concurrently with the participation of all collaborators. As with any large project, establish a shared budget that is explicitly set aside for expenses related to the overall project. Collaborative research often entails foundational costs, which cannot be attributed to a single co-PI but are needed for the overall enterprise. In simulated agricultural system experiments, foundational costs would include land-use fees, farming costs (including spatial analyses and baseline years), and data collection (e.g., yield and biomass data, soil characterization). Create a detailed expense budget to help ensure that resources will be available to maintain the project infrastructure, including costs for travel, conference calls or video conferencing. If necessary, budget for administrative assistance to manage the project.

Specify foundational costs to help achieve a reasonable balance between resources used to maintain experimental plots and resources used for data collection. A project in which 80 percent of the resources go toward maintaining experimental plots is probably not viable unless there is a solid plan for obtaining other funds to perform the research. Likewise, if performing an on-farm study, budget for costs associated with characterizing the research sites through farmer interviews and preliminary sampling. In contrast to field station experiments, which have ongoing farming and plot maintenance costs, foundational costs for on-farm research decrease after the research sites are characterized. In both cases, consider generating supplemental funding by adding disciplinary research that capitalizes on the estab-
lished infrastructure. Regardless of the long-term strategy, give careful thought to support for the project infrastructure in the planning stage to facilitate collaborative aspects of the project during the implementation phase.

Look for opportunities to reduce costs by sharing items such as research vehicles, basic soil characterization data and analytical services. For research in both simulated and existing agricultural systems, sharing information and collecting samples that can be used by multiple laboratories can also result in significant savings.

Above all, ensure that the budgeting process is fair and transparent. Give special consideration to untenured faculty to ensure they receive adequate funding to continue meeting their tenure goals. Since individuals from nonprofit organizations often lack permanent funding and are totally dependent on grants, they might need to receive compensation to participate in the project, as will farmers. Such compensation normally includes the costs of staff time needed for the project. Be sure everyone on the research team understands these considerations.
systems-based research projects often involve a research team tackling a topic from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, with a strong focus on collecting quantitative data. But that doesn't mean that a solo investigator can't take on rigorous systems research involving more qualitative approaches.

In Wisconsin, SARE-funded doctoral student Caroline Brock did just that, conducting an in-depth study on structural divergence in the dairy sector and farm decision-making related to systems adoption. In her thesis, published in 2010, she used a combination of quantitative survey data and qualitative, in-depth interviews to explore how organic, Amish and conventional dairy farmers in Wisconsin made decisions about which types of farming system they would adopt.

One early challenge facing Brock, given that Wisconsin has over 10,000 dairy farms, was creating system boundaries. She focused on large-scale conventional, mid-sized conventional, management-intensive rotational grazing (MIRG) and organic systems. This choice was partly based on her analysis of data from an extensive state-wide survey of dairy farmers performed in 2003 and 2004. The survey showed that the state's dairy sector had undergone significant structural divergence in terms of size and management systems during the previous 25 years. In particular, larger confinement dairy operations, organic and MIRG systems had become more important. In addition, a growing number of Amish families were operating dairy farms, making them important on the Wisconsin farm landscape. Brock's “take-off point” was that “Wisconsin farming systems’ divergence is an expression of farm household decision-making,” she said, and she wanted to better understand the complex forces that shaped those decisions.

To do that, she used the survey data and other sources to identify 60 dairy farmers willing to sit down for an extensive, structured interview about farm decision-making. Brock noted that the approach was motivated in part by the common-sense observation that these farming choices involve both lifestyle and financial considerations.

The combination of statistical data and wide-ranging interviews opened a revealing window into the complex forces shaping farm family choices. In particular, Brock found that concepts called “oikonomia” and “bounded rationality” helped explain dairy farmer decisions.

“Oikonomia is an integrated approach to decision-making that stems from the origins of the word economics—oikos, which translates as household. Oikonomia incorporates social, spiritual and ecological as well as economic dimensions.” Brock wrote in her thesis. One focus was on why farmers chose or declined to adopt organic systems. She targeted her study on “pasture-based and smaller conventional farmers as they may be the most likely to adopt organic practices.”

“Farming systems choices are, in fact, fundamental lifestyle choices, especially for the modest-sized operations of southwestern Wisconsin, where the family contributes the majority of the labor and spends most of their time as a family on their farm,” she said. “It is the integrated essence of the family-farm experience, where work, consumption, leisure, relationship to others, the environment and spirituality all occur largely in the same place.”

For instance, she found that Amish farmers’ spiritual or cultural beliefs might lead them to make different choices about adopting specific dairy practices compared to those made by a non-Amish farmer facing similar issues. She also found that the concept of bounded rationality was useful for incorporating the idea of internal and external constraints, which may deter decision-makers from fully living out these oikonomia values.
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CHAPTER 4

Analyzing the Performance and Sustainability of Agricultural Systems

Statistical and Mathematical Tools
Univariate Analysis
Multivariate Approaches to Data Analysis

Other Mathematical Analyses: Structural Equation Modeling and Path Analysis

Natural Resource Accounting
Life Cycle Assessment
Ecological Footprints
Carbon Footprints

Using Indicators to Assess Agricultural Systems
Sustainability Indicators and Indices: Practical Considerations

Indicators arise from values and they create values.
Not only do we measure what we value, we also come to value what we measure.
—Donella Meadows

Just as there are multiple ways to design systems experiments, there are several methods for analyzing the data from these experiments. This chapter presents typical quantitative and qualitative methodologies for analyzing systems and gives examples of their applications. Like the boundaries of a systems experiment, the statistical methods are determined by the questions being asked and by the experimental design.

Analyzing complex systems is challenging; try to include someone with statistical expertise, or work with a consulting statistician for the design and analysis phases.

This chapter covers three general approaches to agricultural systems analysis:

- Statistical and mathematical tools, including univariate and multivariate analyses and mathematical modeling
- Natural resource accounting methods, such as life cycle assessments and ecological footprints
- Sustainability indices/indicator frameworks.
### TABLE 4.1. Cropping Systems Management at the USDA Agricultural Research Center Farming Systems Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>CROP ROTATION (COVER CROPS IN BOLD)</th>
<th>YEARS IN ROTATION</th>
<th>TILLAGE</th>
<th>FERTILITY</th>
<th>WEED CONTROL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-till (NT)</td>
<td>Corn-rye-soybean-wheat-soybean</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Mineral fertilizers</td>
<td>Herbicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chisel Till (CT)</td>
<td>Corn-rye-soybean-wheat-soybean</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chisel, disk</td>
<td>Mineral fertilizers</td>
<td>Herbicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic, 2-yr (Org2)</td>
<td>Corn-rye-soybean-vetch</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moldboard plow, chisel, disk, rotary hoe, cultivator</td>
<td>Legume and animal manure</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic, 3-yr (Org3)</td>
<td>Corn-rye-soybean-wheat-vetch</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moldboard plow, chisel, disk, rotary hoe, cultivator</td>
<td>Legume and animal manure</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic, 6-yr (Org6)</td>
<td>Corn-rye-soybean-wheat-alfalfa-alfalfa-alfalfa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moldboard plow, chisel, disk, rotary hoe, cultivator</td>
<td>Legume and animal manure</td>
<td>Cultural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cropping system in the Farming Systems Project in Beltsville, MD has its own set of tillage, fertility, and weed-control practices and rotation length. See Figure 3.4 on p. 50 for more detail on the experimental design. Adapted from Cavigelli et al. (2008).

### Statistical and Mathematical Tools

Systems experiments, by the nature of their design and goals, have multiple confounding factors that cannot be easily separated (Teasdale and Cavigelli, 2010). This means that a mixture of statistical approaches is often required.

Univariate and multivariate statistics are the most typical mathematical methods of systems analysis. Which approach to use will depend upon the type of experimental design, the type and quantity of data generated, and the hypotheses being tested. In some cases, univariate methods such as analysis of variance (ANOVA) or means separation are applied initially to analyze the performance of individual system components (e.g., crop yields, soil fertility parameters or water use). When certain factors show a trend, multivariate approaches can be applied to tease out relationships among these components.

In other cases, multivariate methods are used for the initial exploratory data analysis to identify which factors have the most influence on treatment differences. These methods create new variables that are linear combinations of the original variables. These new variables can be further analyzed using univariate statistics.

For organizational purposes, the next two sections are divided into univariate and multivariate approaches; in reality, these approaches are often used in tandem in large systems experiments.

### Univariate Analysis

Univariate statistics are well suited for evaluating the effects of independent variables on dependent variables and have been used extensively in agricultural research. For example, in simulated, replicated agricultural systems where the field has been evaluated and blocked to account for in-field variability, or where the field is homogenous, univariate statistics are generally used to compare yield, weed biomass, soil nutrient availability, economic returns and other factors among treatments.

The Farming Systems Project (FSP) at the USDA Agricultural Research Center in Beltsville, Maryland, provides a good example of how univariate analysis can provide valuable information about system performance. The FSP is rare among systems experiments; it is one of the only long-term projects in the United States with three organic systems that differ in crop rotation length and complexity. Since the establishment of the FSP in 1996, researchers have used ANOVA and multiple linear regression to investigate the effects of three organic and two conventional mid-Atlantic cropping systems (Table 4.1) on crop yield, weed populations and dynamics, and nitrogen availability (Cavigelli et al, 2008). Although the five cropping systems differ in many factors (e.g., tillage, nutrient source, herbicide use), univariate analysis still provides valuable insights into how these variables impact cropping system performance.
Basic ANOVA on data from the first 10 years (focusing on years with near-normal rainfall) showed that the three organic treatments produced consistently lower corn and soybean yields, larger weed populations, and lower soil N availability for corn than the two conventional systems.

The researchers then used covariance analysis to further tease out the effects of weed cover, nitrogen availability and corn populations on corn yield. This secondary analysis showed that nitrogen availability, weeds and corn populations accounted for 70–75, 21–25 and 4–5 percent, respectively, of the lower corn yields in the organic systems (Cavigelli et al., 2008). The analysis also suggested that the significantly higher corn grain yield in the six-year versus the two- and three-year organic rotations was associated with increased nitrogen availability and decreased weed competition under the longer, more complex crop rotation in the six-year system (Teasdale et al., 2004; Cavigelli et al., 2008; Teasdale and Cavigelli, 2010).

While this covariance analysis showed an association between various parameters and crop yield, it did not show causation. Thus, to measure the direct impact of weeds on yield, researchers set up subplots within the main plots. The “weed-free” subplots were hand weeded; weed populations in the adjacent “weedy” subplots reflected the standard management practices used in the main plot. Corn yield loss due to weeds was calculated using the following simple equation:

\[
\text{Corn Yield Loss (percent)} = \frac{\text{Corn yield in weed-free subplot} - \text{Corn yield in weedy subplot}}{\text{Corn yield in weed-free subplot}} \times 100
\]

Analysis of the subplots showed that corn yield loss due to weeds varied by year, ranging from 0.7 to 1 percent for every 1 percent increase in weed cover in dry years, and from 0.2 to 0.3 percent for every 1 percent increase in weed cover in normal or wet years (Teasdale and Cavigelli, 2010). These findings, resulting from the nuanced analysis of interactions between weather and weed impacts on corn yield, provide a good example of how subplots can be used to isolate one factor within an otherwise systems-level experiment, as discussed in chapter 3.

**Multivariate Approaches to Data Analysis**

Multivariate analysis, a broad category of methods used to simultaneously analyze relationships among many variables, can reveal dynamic changes within a system that univariate statistics cannot. In addition, multivariate analysis can provide interpretation of complex measurements obtained in real-world situations where it is difficult to control certain kinds of variation, such as at the landscape level and in existing agricultural systems. In addition to revealing phenomena that closely replicate natural systems, the multivariate approach controls for Type I errors.

The use of multivariate statistics is challenging. Results can be difficult to interpret because they are often expressed as new linear combinations of variables, and their significance may not be as obvious as when evaluating simple differences among means from univariate tests.

Multivariate analysis can seem unwieldy because very large sample sizes are needed. The number of observations required depends on the data, but a good rule of thumb is to have three to 20 observations for every response outcome generated; hence, a team investigating 50 response variables would need to collect between 250 and 1,000 observations (Arrindell and van der Ende, 1985; Velicer and Fava, 1998; MacCallum et al., 1999; Osborne and Costello, 2004). In general, fewer observations are needed for ecological and environmental data compared to the social sciences (Gauch, 1982).

Advances in statistical methods and computing power have greatly improved the application of multivariate analyses to complex systems. These approaches are now routinely used to reveal interrelatedness among sets of variables of ecological and agricultural systems at the landscape level and in systems with multiple farm sites (Drinkwater et al., 1995; Wander and Bollero, 1999; Schipanski et al., 2010). The next section describes ways in which multivariate analyses have been used to compare agricultural system results across management regimes on working farms.

**Commonly Used Multivariate Analyses**

Some of the most commonly used multivariate approaches for systems analysis include principal components analysis (PCA, a dimension-reduction method), and classification techniques such as canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) and hierarchical clustering.

Drinkwater et al. (1995) used both PCA and CDA to evaluate system properties and relationships in a study that compared soil health, tomato yields, and disease and insect
dynamics between organic and conventional farms. The goal of the study was to identify “ecological and agronomic characteristics of disparate agricultural management regimes.” Twenty commercial farms, most of which grew fresh-market tomatoes, were categorized as organic or conventional based on their use of synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, organic soil amendments and biological pest control. One or more fields were sampled from each farm throughout two growing seasons. Within each field (29 fields in total), a 0.04 to 0.1-hectare sampling area was randomly selected and further divided into 20 sections, resulting in 20 subplots (1.5 square meters each) per field. Sampling time was determined by crop phenological stage, and samples were collected several times in each subplot throughout each growing season. Response variables measured included soil chemical and biological properties, root disease severity, biomass, fruit yield, insect pest damage, arthropod diversity, and soil microbial activity and diversity. At least 30 response variables were measured throughout each season from approximately 1,100 observations.

When multiple response variables are measured in subplots in independent systems, correlation (a lack of independence) will usually be present among the variables. This redundancy, or common information shared between measures, is referred to as shared variance, covariance or correlation. Correlation can cloud the larger picture, so the data must be reduced into smaller and new combinations of linear variables. Because response variables exist in multiple dimensions (e.g., X, Y, Z, P, Q), data reduction is also called dimension reduction; once reduced, the data can be analyzed in fewer dimensions, optimally one-or two-dimensional planes.

PCA is a widely used dimension-reduction technique that creates new variables called principal components (PCs), which are linear combinations of a set of correlated variables. The goal of PCA is to convert a data set with many intercorrelated variables into a smaller number of PCs to help reveal an underlying structure. PCA reduces the multidimensionality of variables into fewer dimensions that account for the variance of the system; each dimension, or axis on a graphical plot, represents one PC.

Drinkwater et al. (1995) used PCA on mean values (20 subplots per field) for 10 soil variables (percentage clay, cation exchange capacity, pH, wet aggregate stability, Kjeldahl nitrogen, electrical conductivity, potassium, phosphorus, inorganic nitrogen and nitrogen-mineralization potential) to identify major sources of variability. The analysis showed that management practices affected an array of biological and chemical properties and resulted in marked differences in soil quality between the organic and conventional fields. The PCA also identified management and inherent soil properties as the two major sources of variability (PC1 and PC2, respectively, Figure 4.1).
The first two PCs (PC1 and PC2, shown in Figure 4.1) accounted for 31 and 24 percent of the total variance, respectively, based on the loading, which is a calculated coefficient by which each original variable is multiplied to identify an overall component score for each observation. For example, PC1 showed a clear separation of organic and conventional fields and was composed of soil properties likely to be strongly affected by management practices (inorganic nitrogen pools, nitrogen-mineralization potential and electrical conductivity, Table 4.2). Total Kjeldahl nitrogen, exchangeable potassium and pH also contributed significantly to separation along this axis, as indicated by the loadings, which suggested a strong effect of management on these properties (Table 4.2). In contrast, separation of three Vertisols under conventional management occurred along PC2, primarily due to greater clay content with high cation exchange capacity and wet aggregate stability. Organic and conventional fields did not segregate along this axis. Thus, PC2 reflected variation that was mostly associated with differences in soil type among sites.

Based on PCA of the 10 soil variables, the authors identified four distinguishable management categories: fields in organic management for more than three years, fields in organic management for less than three years, conventional fields not on Vertisols, and conventional fields on Vertisols. They then used these categories in a CDA to test the hypothesis that management effects would be more pronounced un-

### TABLE 4.2. Coefficients for the First Two Principal Components (PCs) for 10 Soil Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Properties determined by parent soil type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent clay</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.460*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ephemeral properties mainly determined by management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-mineralization potential</td>
<td>0.482*</td>
<td>–0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic N ((\text{NH}_4^+ + \text{NO}_3^-))</td>
<td>–0.482*</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity</td>
<td>–0.312*</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Properties influenced by both management and soil type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cation exchange capacity</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.576*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>0.349*</td>
<td>–0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchangeable K</td>
<td>0.462*</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.443*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Kjeldahl N</td>
<td>0.364*</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet aggregate stability</td>
<td>–0.085</td>
<td>0.360*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asterisks indicate variables that had sufficient loading to be considered significant. From Drinkwater et al. (1995).

### FIGURE 4.2. Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) of Organic and Conventional Treatments to Segregate Effects of Management-Influenced and Inherent Soil Properties

The first and second canonical functions are shown, using only management-affected soil characteristics (total organic N, organic C, C:N ratio, N-mineralization potential, inorganic N, percent of inorganic N pool present as \(\text{NH}_4^+\), pH and electrical conductivity). Symbols:
- • = organic management >3 years;
- ▲ = organic management <3 years;
- ○ = conventional management except sites on Vertisols;
- ◇ = conventional sites on Vertisols.

From Drinkwater et al. (1995).
FIGURE 4.3. Classification of Data by Hierarchies

A dendrogram indicating the genetic relationships among 28 cassava accessions obtained through hierarchical cluster analysis of isoenzyme systems in foliar tissues. The scale represents the proportion of genetic similarity. This dendrogram shows several varietal pairs with more than 80 percent similarity (pairs connected to the right of the blue line, e.g., Cavalo and Piribuinha) and reveals that the entire group has a similarity greater than 45 percent (the red line indicates 45 percent similarity). From Montarroyos et al. (2003).

CDA is used to test and describe relationships among two or more group categories based on a set of variables (in this case, the 10 soil response variables). With CDA, variation among management categories is maximized while variation within categories is minimized, and the dimensionality of the data set is once again reduced into a smaller set of new variables, now called canonical functions. These newly derived canonical functions describe between-category variation; loadings within canonical functions describe the magnitude and direction of association of an original variable within a described category. Each canonical function (CAN) is a linear combination of independently measured variables and is independent of other canonical functions (Vaylay and van Santen, 2002). In the Drinkwater study, a significant Wilks’ lambda value of 0.37 and a canonical correlation of $P = 0.001$ between the four management categories and the first canonical function (CAN1) indicated that CAN1 explained the differentiation of the management groups (Figure 4.2). The analysis also showed that CAN1 was dominated by large loadings from pH, nitrogen-mineralization potential and Kjeldahl nitrogen and had a negative inorganic nitrogen loading (see Drinkwater et al., 1995 for detailed results of the CDA).

In other words, differences in management-influenced soil properties were greatest between fields that had been managed organically for more than three years and conventional sites not on Vertisols. Fields that were under organic management for three years or less were intermediate. As with PCA, CDA helped reveal which variables were most important for classification into different groups. In this case, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, organic carbon, inorganic nitrogen pools, pH, and electrical conductivity were significant factors in distinguishing between the three groups that remained after fields with confounding soil-type variation were removed. Using multivariate analyses, this study iden-
tified key differences in soil properties resulting from these distinct management regimes.

Hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) is a classification method that produces a set of nested clusters organized as a hierarchical tree, or dendrogram (Figure 4.3). The dendrogram can be viewed on the observational level or as response measures, depending on the research scope (i.e., detailed or general). This flexibility is extremely helpful when examining relationships among entities or subgroups. HCA can reveal patterns that can lead to further hypothesis generation and testing, and it can assist in summarizing data as a precursor to regression, PCA or other classification methods.

**Other Mathematical Analyses: Structural Equation Modeling and Path Analysis**

Structural equation modeling (SEM) is an extension of the general linear model (GLM) and can be a more powerful alternative to multiple regression, path analysis, factor analysis, time-series analysis and analysis of covariance (Garson, 2010). An SEM model is essentially a composite hypothesis made up of a series of cause-and-effect relationships between variables using statistical dependencies (Shipley, 2000). SEM can account for additional complexities including nonlinearity, correlated independents, measurement error, correlated error terms and multiple latent variables. Latent variables are unobserved variables or factors that are measured by their respective indicators. For example, “quality of life” and “ecosystem resilience” represent complex characteristics that cannot be directly measured; these qualities are assessed using multiple traits as indicators.

In a soil nitrogen-mineralization study in a wheat field, de Ruiter et al. (1993) used SEM to analyze the contributions of different groups in the food web by simulating the deletion of ecologically significant groups of organisms from the soil ecosystem. They then measured the impact of the deletion of each group on nitrogen mineralization. The model showed that removing a group reduced overall nitrogen mineralization to a greater extent than would be expected based on the direct contribution of that group. Notably, amoebae and bacterivorous nematodes directly contributed to soil nitrogen mineralization at rates of 18 and 5 percent, respectively, but the deletion of amoebae or bacterivorous nematodes caused an overall reduction of nitrogen mineralization by 28 and 12 percent, respectively. These researchers used SEM to quantify the contributions of groups within the food web and to show that organisms function differently in simplified systems (here, incubations with a single group) than in a complex, intact system (in this case, a food web).

**Path Analysis**

Path analysis is a specific type of SEM that examines the strength of direct and indirect relationships among variables by disentangling causal processes (Lleras, 2005) and is the most commonly used SEM technique in the natural sciences. An extension of the regression model, path analysis

---

**Time-Series Analysis**

Time-series analysis is a multivariate approach that uses sequential data to determine the relationship between time and one or more variables. There are many approaches to using time-series analysis, ranging from regression analysis of a single time series (where multiple variables are measured through time), to using structured equation modeling to analyze more than one time series consisting of the same measurements.

Time-series analysis is an extremely valuable tool for analyzing long-term data sets and can be used to characterize temporal dynamics from a sequence of observations or to predict future values in the time series (Garson, 2010). Stronge et al. (1997) used time-series analysis of a 20-year data set to predict annual concentrations of NO$_3^-$ in a lake surrounded by agricultural land. Their model determined the roles of climate variability and fertilizer use efficiency in driving nitrogen loss from drainage. The model showed that two climatic variables, rainfall from the previous summer and winter sun hours, were the most important drivers of NO$_3^-$ leaching from agricultural landscapes. In a study focusing on management regime and biodiversity changes, Taylor and Morecroft (2009) analyzed 12 years of monitoring data to determine the effects of organic management on the diversity of plants and arthropods. Their time-series analysis of species abundance trends before and after conversion to organic management showed that biodiversity of some groups (e.g., moths and butterflies) increased following changes in management regime.
requires the usual assumptions of regression (e.g., uncorrelated errors) and the use of representative samples. Path models do not prove causation but they provide information on the relationships (e.g., directionality/magnitude and strength of effects) among underlying processes in a system (Lleras, 2005). Path analysis tests the fit of a correlation matrix between two or more causal models, using observational data, with as many regression equations as deemed necessary by the researcher. Competing path models are evaluated by estimating and by assessing the goodness-of-fit statistics, and the model that best fits the observed correlation matrix is selected (Garson, 2005). Path analysis can be highly sensitive to model specification, and spurious inclusion of unnecessary variables can strongly affect results.

Bellino et al. (2015) used path analysis to better understand the ecological interactions of three years of applications of varying amounts of compost. These researchers drew inferences about the relationships among compost amendments, soil organic matter, nutrient concentrations, microbial activity and soil contamination. Using 13 hypothetical models, they found that potassium and zinc, microbial respiration and total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon concentrations were strong indicators of soil nutrient availability, microbial activity and organic contamination.

**Natural Resource Accounting**

Natural resource accounting refers to any system that tracks stocks and flows of natural assets, including those derived from living organisms (e.g., wood, food, organic compounds), energy, and materials (e.g., raw minerals, nutrients, toxins, water). The three approaches discussed below: life-cycle assessment, ecological footprints and carbon footprints, all report outcomes in terms of stocks and flows of natural resources or emissions, but they differ in their units of analysis. Life cycle assessments analyze material and energy flows at all stages of a product’s life and provide information on the cumulative environmental impacts of the product. An ecological footprint analyzes human consumption of biological resources and generation of wastes in terms of how much of an ecosystem is used, and then compares this to the biosphere’s productive capacity in a given year. Carbon footprints are similar to ecological footprints but are more specific, measuring direct emissions of greenhouse gases.

**Life Cycle Assessment**

Life cycle assessment (LCA) was developed in the 1960s within the field of industrial ecology, as a “cradle-to-grave” approach for assessing the impacts of industrial systems and manufacturing processes on environmental and human health (Horne et al., 2009). An LCA begins with an inventory of the raw materials required to produce a product and ends at the point when all those materials are returned to the earth. All inputs and environmental releases to air, water and land are determined for each life cycle stage and/or major contributing process over the product’s life span. In the early 1990s, researchers began using LCA to analyze food systems, specifically food processing and packaging. More recently, LCAs have been used to assess food crop, animal production, and biofuel feedstock systems.

Key characteristics of LCAs include:

- **“Cradle-to-grave” analysis.**

  - A multidimensional approach. LCAs analyze pathways by which environmental damage occurs, based on environmental impacts. This approach assesses both immediate or local impacts (e.g., human toxicity, water use/contamination) and long-term or global concerns (e.g., global warming, depletion of nonrenewable resources).

- **Flexible functional units.** The comparison and analysis of alternative systems is based on equivalency of service delivered. For example, instead of comparing the environmental impacts of one pound of herbicide A with one pound of herbicide B, the quantity compared would depend on the application rate over a given acreage. This normalizes the assessment with respect to the final service delivered. More than one functional unit can be used in the same analysis (e.g., CO₂ emissions per acre or per pound of yield).

- **Subjectivity.** LCAs reflect subjective decision-making, particularly with respect to the design of the analysis (scope and functional unit) and the interpretation of outcomes (Horne et al., 2009). The interpretation of trade-offs across environmental impacts depends on the setting.

- **Strong comparative ability.** LCAs provide a strong approach for comparing specific resource inputs (e.g., fertilizer, chemicals and energy) and multiple environmental consequences.
CHAPTER 4

Application of Life Cycle Analyses to Agricultural Systems Research

The use of LCA in agricultural systems is relatively new; in general, there are three ways to use LCA to evaluate agricultural systems:

Comparing life cycles for a product or service. This is the most common usage of LCA in agriculture. To compare life cycles, the scope and functional units must be consistent for all production systems. For example, organic and conventional production systems have been compared for a variety of products, including one ton of milk (Thomassen et al., 2008), one ton of bottled wine (Pizzigallo et al., 2008) and a one-kilogram loaf of wheat bread (Meisterling et al., 2009). Other studies have compared management strategies. For instance, Capper et al. (2008) evaluated the environmental impacts of rBST in dairy systems, Brentrup et al. (2004) assessed the environmental impact of varying fertilizer rates on wheat production (per ton of wheat), and Haas et al. (2001) compared milk production from intensive, extensive and organic grassland farming systems (per ton of milk).

Identifying parts of the life cycle where the greatest improvements can be made. This type of analysis entails a detailed assessment of a single product to evaluate the input requirements and environmental impacts of each stage of production through use and disposal. Landis et al. (2007) used LCA to evaluate the consequences of corn–soybean feed in terms of energy, carbon emissions, nitrogen and phosphorus flows, pesticides, and air pollutants. Through LCA, they identified the steps in grain production that account for the majority of air emissions (crop farming, fertilizers and on-farm nitrogen flows), and the steps that were less significant (seed production and irrigation). See the SARE case study (p. 76) of how one research team used LCA to monitor and develop an energy- and materials-independent dairy farm.

Comparing alternative products, processes or services. This type of analysis compares different products or processes that have the same function and is used in cases where there are distinct, interchangeable options. In other words, rather than simply comparing different production systems for specific products (e.g., orange production systems), the functional unit is broadened to compare the environmental outcomes of different products serving the same function (e.g., guavas, kiwis and oranges could be compared as a source of vitamin C). This type of analysis is very challenging and is relatively rare for agricultural systems compared to the first two applications. Examples include Eshel and Martin (2006) and Eshel et al. (2010), who examined the consequences of nutritionally sound animal-based diets versus plant-based diets consisting of similar caloric and protein contents.

FIGURE 4.4. Phases of the Life Cycle Assessment of an Agricultural System

Adapted from Garrigues et al. (2012).
Overview of LCA Methodology

LCA consists of four distinct processes (Figure 4.4):

- **Goal definition and scoping**: define and describe the product, process or activity.
- **Inventory analysis**: identify and quantify energy, water and materials usage and environmental releases (e.g., air emissions, solid waste disposal, wastewater discharges).
- **Impact assessment**: assess the potential human and ecological effects of energy, water and material usage, and assess the environmental releases identified in the inventory analysis.
- **Interpretation**: evaluate the results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment to select the preferred product, process or service with a clear understanding of the uncertainties and assumptions used to generate the results.

(For more detailed information on how to apply LCA to agricultural systems, see EPA, 2006 and Horne et al., 2009).

**FIGURE 4.5. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) System Boundaries**

Illustration of a wheat system analyzed with LCA, showing how the life cycle and system boundary reflect the functional unit. From Brentrup et al. (2004).
LCA stage two: life cycle inventory analysis. The life cycle inventory analysis quantifies energy and raw material requirements, atmospheric and waterborne emissions, solid wastes, and other releases for the entire life cycle of a product or farming system. It is the most resource-intensive and time-consuming stage because it requires large amounts of data collection. LCA software is available for purchase and includes databases on the transport, processing and production of commonly used products such as plastic, refined metals and cardboard. Several free LCA software programs are also available (EPA, 2006); these programs contain data for processes that are not product-specific, such as general data on the production of electricity, agricultural inputs and fuel. The USDA is working to improve the accessibility, transparency and quality of the data. (See the LCA Digital Commons project led by the National Agriculture Library, www.lcacommons.gov.)

When using LCA in agricultural systems analysis, practices such as tillage frequency or application rates of pesticides or soil amendments require site-specific data. For a complete LCA, all inputs and outputs from the processes and materials used in crop production must be included. Inputs include energy (renewable and nonrenewable), water, and raw materials. Outputs include products and coproducts, emissions (e.g., the greenhouse gases CO₂, CH₄, SO₂, N₂O, NOₓ and CO), chemicals (e.g., nutrients, chlorinated organic compounds and other agrochemicals), biotic losses (e.g., genes or exotic organisms) to air, water and soil, solid wastes, and soil loss or degradation.

LCA stage three: impact assessment. Impact assessment evaluates the impacts of resource use and emissions identified during the inventory analysis; its purpose is to address ecological and human health effects and consequences of resource depletion. For example, an evaluation of irrigation systems might show that furrow irrigation uses more water but that disposable drip tape uses more material inputs and produces more waste. In this example, the assessment would weigh water-use efficiency against the use of fossil fuels (in the manufacture of plastic) and the generation of solid waste to determine which system had the more severe environmental impact. A complete accounting of inputs and outputs improves the capacity to compare production systems, even when the resources used and emissions generated vary across the systems or processes under study.

LCA Stage four: interpretation. Although the LCA framework is based on detailed guidelines and extensive databases, this approach relies heavily on interpretation by the research team throughout all stages (Figure 4.4). Conclusions drawn and recommendations made reflect the regional, cultural and institutional values of the individuals conducting the LCA. As a result, although the rigor and consistency of LCA analysis have improved greatly, it is still subject to interpretation. For example, in the furrow versus drip irrigation scenario described above, the importance assigned to each environmental impact is site specific and based on subjective judgment. In a region with serious water limitations, for instance, reduced demand for irrigation water could be the environmental priority, so the team might decide that the advantages of the drip system outweigh its drawbacks (e.g., increased solid waste and greater greenhouse gas emissions from the manufacture of drip materials).

Given this “situational” aspect of LCA, be very clear about the rationale and goals of an LCA, and be prepared to explain the basis for conclusions drawn. Include all data collected in the inventory stage and the impact assessment. Transparency in the methods used to collect and calculate data and in the basis for interpretation of the LCA is critical; this transparency greatly increases the potential to compare and synthesize results from different LCAs of the same product or similar production system. For example, in the case of wheat production on p. 70, the decision by two teams to use different functional units (i.e., raw wheat grain versus flour) resulted in different system boundaries, which could impact the interpretation of these two LCAs.

Strengths and Limitations of LCA
A key strength of the LCA approach is that it enables the use of a single analysis to consider multiple resources and impacts and to compare environmental consequences from local to global scales. As a result, LCA can be useful in a variety of agricultural systems research settings, from field station projects comparing multiple cropping systems, to on-farm projects conducted at the farm scale, to projects comparing agricultural systems at regional or national levels. Furthermore, LCA has a long history of application in industry and manufacturing, which has resulted in a vast amount of information relevant to agricultural systems.

The flexibility that makes LCA a compelling tool for guiding management decisions toward greater sustainability presents challenges for drawing broad, generalizable conclusions. The LCA design can affect the outcomes and conclusions, so consider all design details of each LCA before comparing results (van der Werf et al., 2007; Horne et al., 2009). Also, while detailed output from LCAs is valuable, interpreting the results can be challenging, and subjective judgments are inevitable (Horne et al., 2009). Full LCA
analyses can be too complex for extension and education purposes (although some LCA output, such as energy use and carbon footprint findings, can be more accessible).

Computation of emissions is the least reliable aspect of LCAs of agricultural ecosystems, because emissions are generally from nonpoint sources and there are insufficient empirical data. Some useable data have been collected through projects such as the National Agriculture Library’s LCA Digital Commons and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Life Cycle Inventory database, but significant gaps remain, especially due to the nonpoint characteristic of agricultural systems.

Lastly, LCA focuses mostly on ecological and environmental systems, although more recently LCA has been applied in a social context as well (Norris, 2015).

**Ecological Footprints**

Ecological footprint accounting was developed in the early 1990s (Wackernagel and Rees, 1995; Kitzes and Wackernagel, 2009) and is used to analyze human consumption of biological resources and generation of wastes in a specified ecosystem area, which is then compared to the biosphere’s productive capacity in a given year. The ecological footprint approach attempts to answer a single question: “How much of the planet’s capacity is used relative to what is available?”

The ecological footprint approach is not a predictive tool. Rather, it provides information that can be used to track changes through time and to assess past and current resource consumption. This approach has been applied to a wide assortment of scales and units of analysis (Ewing et al., 2008); perhaps the most well-known application is its use in estimating the extent of global ecological overshoot (Wackernagel et al., 1999). Ecological footprints can be calculated for individuals, groups (e.g., the population of a city, watershed or nation), and activities (e.g., agricultural production) and can be used in studies at larger scales (e.g., the watershed or foodshed).

Ecological footprints are calculated by converting the inputs required for a product or process to a corresponding area of land or water that is needed to produce the resources or assimilate the emissions associated with that product or process. The calculations usually include six land-use categories: cropland, pasture, forest, energy land, built-up land and fishing ground. These areas are converted to their global hectare equivalents using yield and equivalence factors (Monfreda et al., 2004). The equivalence factor reflects differences in productivity among land-use categories; the yield factor captures the difference between local and global average productivity of the same bioproductive land type (Monfreda et al., 2004). Each resulting global hectare is a standardized and productivity-weighted unit of global average productivity (Monfreda et al.,

**FIGURE 4.6. Ecological Footprint of Field Versus Greenhouse Tomatoes**

(A) Area required to grow 1,000 tons of tomatoes per year. (B) Calculated ecological footprint (area “appropriated” to grow 1,000 tons of tomatoes per year). From Wada (1993).
Footprints are compared to the biocapacity of a given area; biocapacity represents the maximum available resource capacity, measured in area of bioproductive land, and varies depending on the goal of the analysis. Biocapacity is considered a threshold and is used as a benchmark for the footprint analysis (Wackernagel and Rees, 1995; Monfreda et al., 2004).

**Application to Agricultural Systems Research**

Ecological footprint accounting is in the early stages of application to agricultural systems. So far, it has been most commonly used to compare different production systems for a particular crop, such as tomatoes (Wada, 1993) or wine (Niccolucci et al., 2008). Wada (1993) compared the land area and energy/material inputs required to grow a thousand tons of tomatoes in hydroponic greenhouses to the corresponding requirements for high-input, field-based production. He found that per unit growing area, the greenhouses were six to nine times more productive than the field (Figure 4.6). However, when all energy and material flows were taken into account, the ecological footprint of greenhouse tomato production was 14 to 20 times larger than that of high-input field production (Figure 4.6), revealing the intensive resource requirements of heated hydroponic greenhouses.

Although conventional metrics show conventional agricultural systems to be more productive on a simple yield-per-acre basis, footprint analysis reveals the opposite: these systems subsidize production through the use of nonrenewable resources such as fossil fuels. Footprint analysis often shows that greater yields per acre achieved through increased use of technology and industrial inputs actually increase the appropriated land requirements per unit of production, when all the inputs are considered. While LCA can provide similar conclusions, ecological footprint accounting integrates resource use by converting everything to land area equivalents. This can be a useful tool for communicating differences in resource use to farmers and other stakeholders who are more familiar with yield-per-acre comparisons.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Ecological footprint accounting has much in common with LCA. It is a data-intensive approach with a strong ecological basis for assessing the performance of an entire system. Data sets and calculation methods for ecological footprint assessments have improved greatly since the 1990s (Ewing et al., 2008) and are continuing to improve (Kitzes et al., 2009), and extensive databases and other resources are available to support these analyses.

The most notable limitations of ecological footprint accounting are in the analysis of greenhouse gas emissions and water use. Using current methodology, greenhouse gases can only be accounted for as land area required to sequester CO₂, so all greenhouse gases must be converted to CO₂ equivalents. Also, although water is a limited resource, it is not derived from ecosystem production and is not accounted for in the land-area conversions. Researchers are working to resolve these key problems and other limitations (Kitzes et al., 2009; Wackernagel, 2009). Footprint analyses cannot account for some aspects of environmental sustainability, such as resource depletion outside the biosphere (for example, the mining of metals) and the environmental impact of toxins and materials that do not decompose. These impacts cannot easily be converted to use of a portion of the biosphere. In systems where resource depletion and toxic outputs are important, LCA can complement footprint accounting.

Despite its limitations, ecological footprint accounting is a valuable tool for evaluating systems at a variety of scales—farm, regional, national and global—and it allows per-capita comparisons. Furthermore, footprints eliminate the subjective judgment required at many stages of LCA by converting resource use and consequences to a single quantitative unit. Footprint analyses share a common basis and set of calculations; as a result, all ecological footprint assessments can cite the same methodology, and broad comparisons can be made without checking the underlying assumptions and calculations. This ability to compare widely divergent systems using the same framework on the same terms is a strength of footprint analysis that complements the application-specific nature of LCA.

**Carbon Footprints**

Previously, efforts to study greenhouse gas reductions in agricultural systems centered only on the sequestration of carbon as soil organic matter (Lal et al., 2007). Since agricultural production generates significant greenhouse gas emissions, however, a full accounting of both carbon emissions and sequestration is needed. The net balance between emissions and absorption is the “carbon footprint” and includes production of all greenhouse gases, including N₂O and CH₄, which are converted to CO₂ equivalents. Carbon footprints have been used to compare different types of crops and agricultural production systems, such as organic versus conventional (Hillier et al., 2009) and historical versus contemporary dairy production (Capper et al., 2008). They have also been used to compare the greenhouse gas consequences of different human diets (Stehfest et al., 2009).
Using Indicators to Assess Agricultural Systems

An indicator is an observed or measured variable that reflects the state of a system (Mayer, 2008). In agricultural systems, crop health is monitored using indicators such as plant architecture and leaf color and shape. Farmers use quantitative soil tests, soil color and surface texture, amount of runoff, and the “feel” of tillage (e.g., how hard the tractor has to work during plowing) to evaluate the status of their soils. The presence or absence of certain weedy species can also be used as an indicator of soil nutrient status.

Sustainability Indicators and Indices: Practical Considerations

An “indicator framework” is an organizational strategy for grouping many indicators together to assess the state of a complex system. For example, income, access to social services and land tenure could be used to determine farm-family quality of life, and soil fertility, climate, and yield stability could be used to measure farm productivity.

Because a single indicator cannot fully represent a multidimensional entity such as an agricultural system (Meadows, 1998; Mayer, 2008), system assessment frameworks
often rely on multiple indicators. Indicators can be aggregated into an “index” using algorithms (Mayer, 2008) and techniques such as averaging, ratios and principal components analysis (Mayer, 2008). Figure 4.7 shows a conceptual diagram of indicators being scored and combined into an index that provides quantifiable information about a system, in this case, soil health. (Andrews et al., 2004).

Andrews et al. (2004) used this method to “operationalize” soil health (i.e., to specify qualities that can be quantified by measurable indicators). They defined three soil management goals—productivity, waste recycling and environmental protection—and linked these goals to six soil functions that could be quantified by measurable indicators (Figure 4.8). For example, functions such as “physical stability and support” can be quantified by measuring bulk density, water-stable aggregates, porosity, and/or soil strength. This indicator framework enabled the vague concept of soil health to be operationalized and compared across different management regimes (Andrews et al., 2004). Such frameworks or indices are key to comparing and evaluating complex, multidimensional systems.

To operationalize the broader concept of sustainability, comprehensive frameworks and indices are used to evaluate the ecological and social sustainability of agricultural systems. Many excellent books (Jørgensen et al., 2009) and reviews (Mayer et al., 2004; Mayer, 2008; Speelman et al., 2007) detail these efforts.
When the University of New Hampshire (UNH) converted a decades-old, 300-acre farm into an organic dairy in 2005, making it the country’s first commercial-scale organic dairy at a land-grant university, researchers wanted to identify management actions that could make the farm self-sustaining in its nutrient and energy requirements. To do this, the research team has been using a life cycle assessment (LCA) approach to better understand a range of complex physical, biological and human factors affecting farm activities.

The stated objective of the nine-year SARE-funded study, which began in 2008, is to measure all of the materials and energy flows occurring across the farm in an annual production cycle, to eventually achieve a closed-system, energy-independent operation. This means, for example, that the farm will potentially satisfy most of its nutrient needs through careful manure management and composting, without losing nutrients into the nearby Lamprey River, and that a 160-acre forest on the property will provide both animal bedding and energy.

“There was nothing out there that had looked at the energy or nutrient balance of organic dairies, so it seemed like a wonderful place to start,” says John Aber, a UNH forest ecologist who is coordinating the project. “We can actually look at whole-farm operations in the context of economic and environmental sustainability.”

As a first step, researchers created a nutrient flow diagram and an energy inventory assessment, using the farm as the boundary. They also studied poorly understood aspects of nutrient flows and energy requirements, such as how nutrients exit the farm’s pastures into waterways, and the potential of the on-farm woodlot to provide energy for heating.

A common, effective way in which LCA is applied to agricultural research is by using collected data to identify parts of a cycle that are ripe for improvements. In this case, UNH faculty have been conducting mini-studies of parts of the cycle related to manure handling and composting, on-farm bedding production and the use of geothermal energy for milk cooling, and to compare mixed crop and forage systems. Their grant is structured so that promising techniques they identify will be implemented and continually refined.

A major challenge in using the LCA approach in an agricultural context relates to capturing accurate data on all the possible components and stages of the cycle being studied. Aber and his colleagues defined their goals and established their system boundaries at the farm level in part to help them manage this complexity. For example, by having the goal of...
making the farm energy independent—instead of making the life cycle of the milk produced there energy independent—they do not need to account for some factors for which data collection might pose a challenge, such as transportation of goods to and from the farm.

Another advantage to setting the system boundary at the farm level was that many records and data sets already existed. For example, the initial analysis of nitrogen flows into and out of the farm relied heavily on existing university records. To prepare the nitrogen budget, researchers first used these records and on-farm measurements to quantify major imports onto the farm such as hay, grain and atmospheric deposition; internal nutrient sources such as manure, hay and forage; and the primary output, milk. Next, they used a literature review to attach numbers to the budget items. By doing this, the researchers identified the major knowledge gaps that required more study, including on-farm manure production, nutrient exports into the environment and the potential productivity of the farm’s woodlands for bedding and energy, all of which became the focus of more in-depth studies.

Coinvestigators Bill McDowell, an ecosystem ecologist, and Matt Davis, a hydrogeologist, helped fill the gap in understanding how nutrients are exported from the farm into the environment. They conducted a two-year study to establish a three-dimensional groundwater model of the farm to see how and where water and nutrients were escaping. In addition, they sampled groundwater wells and surface runoff monthly to quantify nutrient exports and establish important baselines.

These baselines will allow researchers to assess changes they make to management practices, such as improvements to the physical configuration of barns, to the way manure is handled and to grazing strategies. McDowell says, “We can’t tell how successful we’re being in terms of environmental impacts and retaining valuable nutrients unless we’re monitoring what is lost in runoff.”

Researchers are also studying alternative production techniques that will move them closer to their goal of achieving a closed-system, energy-independent farm. For example, Davis is planning to install and test a geothermal system for chilling the milk before it goes into storage tanks, to reduce dependence on off-farm energy. Cool water will be pumped from about 300 feet underground and will be run in pipes beside separate pipes containing milk, thereby cooling the milk. Then, the water will be recycled underground to cool before being pumped back up, starting the process anew. Over about two years, Davis will quantify how much energy is transferred from the milk to the geothermal well and will monitor temperature to see whether the well’s temperature rises over time, which would determine the system’s long-term sustainability and efficacy.

“It’s not well quantified that these milk chillers really help reduce the energy load on the system,” Davis says. “This is going to be useful even beyond dairy, to understand how this energy is flowing into this geologic material.”

The researchers using the Organic Dairy Research Farm also see potential for other systems-based studies. For example, faculty members plan to incorporate multiple species into grazing systems, develop on-farm processing for cheese and other value-added products, conduct a carbon footprint analysis, and study the farm in the broader context of regional food systems.
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Implementing a Systems Research Project: Troubleshooting and Putting it All Together

Progress is made one step at a time. Every big accomplishment is a series of little accomplishments.
—David Joseph Schwartz

The strategies discussed in previous chapters are the foundation of effective agricultural systems research, and they provide the basis for this final chapter on how to carry out systems projects. This chapter ties together key aspects of implementing a systems project, including planning and start-up, financial management and organizational structure, and it provides advice on troubleshooting.

Starting a Systems Project

The transition from a potential project to one that is successfully implemented requires diligent application of participatory principles. During this start-up phase, the team will revisit the proposal plan and revise it as needed to move into execution. Once funding has been obtained, the team is committed to a collaborative endeavor that will be part of each member’s work life for the next few years. It is not surprising that the moment of success is often mixed with conflict and stress. During this transition, many newly formed teams encounter the “storming” phase of team development as described by Tuckman (1965) and discussed in chapters 2 and 3.

Frequently, groups that experienced smooth proposal development will now find that more extensive planning and team development is needed before project implementation can begin (Figure 5.1). Two dynamics contribute to this pattern. First, during the early stages of team development, group members are more likely to defer to the project leader or acquiesce to the dominant viewpoint without voicing divergent opinions (Wheelan, 1994). Second, fully integrating members’ diverse perspectives requires more time than was needed during the conceptual stage.
Groups that avoid conflict during planning and proposal writing often reach the storming phase once funding is received and they begin planning for implementation. In contrast, some groups face challenges during proposal writing and invest more time in resolving differences of opinion before funding is received.

Confirming the Plan and Launching the Project

Upon receiving news of a grant award, begin by confirming the agreements made during the proposal-writing stage and by carrying out a more detailed planning phase. Depending on how long it has been since the proposal was written, changes in circumstance may have occurred that affect the budget, project activities or individual collaborators. The team may find details that were not addressed during the initial stages and that must be resolved to implement the project. If proposal reviewers identified concerns or made recommendations, consider these items carefully; they may improve the project, even if changes are not required by the funder.

Consider the following questions at this stage:

• Does the conceptual model adequately describe the system? Check that each collaborator can pinpoint their location within the conceptual model and that farm operator members can validate the system model. Are all important processes included and are there clear boundaries?

• Are the questions outlined in the proposal still germane?

Have there been any significant changes or discoveries since the proposal was written? Do the questions need to be updated? Do the system-level hypotheses still make sense to the farmers?

• How well is the decision-making structure working? Evaluate the decision-making process that occurred during the proposal writing stage. Now that your team is shifting from project development to implementation, how will it make different kinds of decisions? The team may decide to restructure to better fit the implementation phase. For example, if there are more than four to five collaborators, consider reorganizing into subgroups with differing responsibilities.

• Is the budget allocated appropriately? Deal with this issue swiftly so the grant contract can be processed. Consider whether there have been any major changes since writing the proposal that would affect the budget. For example, have any collaborators received funding for components that overlap with the larger project? Have there been any significant increases (or decreases) in the costs of budgeted items? If the project was funded at a reduced level, several approaches can be used to reallocate funds. These are discussed under financial management later in this chapter.

• Can all team members still take on their commitments and tasks as planned? Check that each collaborator is still committed to their plan of work. Ask each person whether any changes in circumstances have occurred that might make it difficult to follow through with their commitments to the project.

• Is the timeline confirmed, or does it need to be revised? Most proposals require a timeline for key tasks. Check whether everyone is in agreement with the timeline. Confirm that agreements are in place for meeting project objectives.

As a team, carefully consider how much planning will be needed to begin implementation, and allocate time for this. The planning period can require anywhere from two to eight months, depending on the size and complexity of the project and the degree of plan modification that is needed. Organize hiring of staff and graduate students to coincide with the time when project activities will be carried out.

Financial Management

From an institutional perspective, the financial management of multidisciplinary systems projects is essentially the same as for other externally funded projects. Normal accounting...
and budgeting procedures can easily accommodate systems projects, even those with a large number of subcontracts. However, the complexity of systems projects and the need for group decision-making create distinct issues for managing the budget.

**Dealing with a Reduced Budget**

Research proposals are often not funded at the level of the budget request, and systems projects are no exception. Ideally, the project team will have identified lower-priority components or will have discussed scaled-down versions of the project before a funding decision is made. However, meeting proposal deadlines is stressful, and most teams do not spend time on these hypothetical issues until they receive funding. How can the newly formed team make cuts with the least amount of conflict?

One common approach is to require a flat reduction of all budgets; in other words, each co-PI cuts their budget by an equal percentage and plans for a corresponding reduction in their activities. This approach can work well when the budget reduction is 10 percent or less. It can still work with reductions up to 20 percent, but making significant cuts across the whole project requires care to avoid undermining collaborators who have more fixed responsibilities. For example, it may be difficult to produce 80 percent of an educational product. Also, for collaborators who had a very small budget to begin with, a 20 percent reduction can make it difficult to continue to participate, particularly for nonacademic partners. Some teams opt for a modified version of this procedure that assesses a smaller reduction on collaborators with smaller budgets (e.g., those with less than $30,000 reduce their budgets by 10 percent while everyone else applies a 20 percent budget cut). This allows for adjustment and accommodation of different participants while avoiding the difficult process of weighing project priorities.

A more selective approach to budgeting is often needed, especially for reductions greater than 15 percent. In some cases, the review panel will provide feedback that helps to identify parts of the project as high or low priority. The funding agency may provide guidance in developing a revised plan, especially if the budget reduction is major. This will ensure that the revised project fits the expectations of the funding agency and can reduce the potential for conflict by shifting the responsibility for making cuts away from the team. When budget reductions are moderate (20 to 30 percent), reallocate funds based on group discussions of priorities and options for project redesign. If the team is still forming, conduct this process as openly as possible so that everyone can feel the rebudgeting was fair. Project leaders play an instrumental role in this first crucial decision, which will set the tone for the work that follows. In very large projects with multiple subcontracts, project leaders can work with smaller groups to identify possible cuts and then vet these ideas with the whole team.

If the project has been awarded support with a major reduction, the reallocation process can cause major conflict, especially if some components are eliminated and some collaborators are left without funding. Some large systems projects have been funded at a mere 25 to 50 percent of the requested budget, and implementing such large cuts can cause irreversible damage to a new collaborative team. Groups that have worked together previously and have become an established team are more likely to weather major budget cuts.

**Instituting Accountability**

Systems projects take place over many years, pass through many stages of development and progress, and draw together team members whose level of investment can vary significantly. Given all of this, issues with accountability are not unusual. To maintain momentum and follow-through, hold regular meetings to assess progress and set target dates for achieving objectives. Commitments made to colleagues in a face-to-face meeting can go a long way toward motivating people to complete tasks on time. Assure that expenditures are matched by progress; this is key to ensuring that collaborators meet their objectives in a timely manner.

Problems with follow-through most often occur when a collaborator does not receive any funding to support his or her involvement in the project. Despite the best intentions, it is almost impossible to guarantee completion of a task for which there is no funding. Besides considerations of basic fairness, collaborators who receive funding tend to feel more ownership toward the project and to have more at stake in a successful outcome. Nonacademic collaborators usually do not have alternate sources of salary support, so funding is directly related to accountability for these team members. If the grant was not structured such that funding matches expected outcomes, the only recourse for ensuring follow-through is persuasion and peer pressure, which can be a shaky proposition. Issues of accountability are less common when collaborators are funded, but they do occur and are often a result of changes in circumstances between the proposal writing and funding stages.

When issues arise due to lack of follow-through, have the project leader respond swiftly by meeting one-on-one
with the individual who is not fulfilling his or her commitments. Use this meeting as an opportunity to find out why the work is not progressing, and focus the conversation on problem solving. If the problem cannot be resolved quickly, it may be best for the project and everyone involved if the individual withdraws from the project. In that case, engage another collaborator to carry out the work while sufficient time and resources remain. To create an environment that fosters accountability:

- Develop a well-defined decision-making process and maintain a collegial environment.
- Develop timelines with target dates for specific outcomes.
- Hold regular meetings that include brief progress reports; assign action steps and agree on when commitments should be completed.
- Conduct interim assessments to see that expenditures coincide with expected progress. This may be especially important for nonacademic collaborators who rely on the grant for salary to carry out the planned activities.
- Adjust the timeline when targets are missed.
- Check in with individuals who delay progress to make sure they will meet the revised deadline.
- Delegate responsibility for monitoring progress to several individuals to help the team stay on task.

From the funder’s perspective, the responsibility for carrying out a successful project usually lies with the team leader (project director or principle investigator) and his or her organization. This person is generally required to sign off on invoices, including those from subcontracts, so he or she can refuse to sign invoices if repeated efforts have failed to get a collaborator to follow through on commitments. Take this extreme measure only after all other approaches have failed, and consider bringing in a mediator or qualified person from the grants and contracts office to assist in resolving the situation.

**Expanding The Project Team**

Small teams commonly receive funding to expand projects established through successful collaboration. Project expansion can occur in a variety of ways. The most integrated scenario aims to include new collaborators as full team members; ideally, make this type of expansion coincide with a new grant-writing cycle. Allow plenty of time for adding members, and be willing to adjust the research questions so that they reflect the expertise of new team members. Some of the more common scenarios where this might occur include:

- **A new discovery leads to the need for focused expertise:** The project makes an unexpected discovery outside of the planned lines of research that will be important for understanding the system. In this situation, recruit someone with the appropriate expertise to take on the work.

- **Maximizing outcomes from a systems project:** Systems projects often produce data or samples that can be used to address questions beyond the expertise of the research team. For example, Moss et al. (2004) describe how the Rothamsted experiments have contributed to understanding weed ecology, although that was not the purpose of the experiments. In such situations, the new collaborator may not need to join the project team. Instead, they may agree to analyze samples or data and to coauthor publications without becoming involved as a full collaborator. This can be a mutually beneficial arrangement in which the team expands the information generated by their project, and the collaborator benefits without making the time commitment that would be required of a full team member.

- **Serendipity, or taking advantage of opportunities as they present themselves:** Occasionally, an opportunity for new collaboration presents itself before plans are in place to expand the project. For example, a new faculty member with a research interest well suited to an existing project may join the institution or meet a team member at a professional conference.

**Publishing Interdisciplinary Systems Work**

As the application of systems approaches to agriculture has become more widespread, it has become easier to find journals that will publish the outcomes of this research. Many journals routinely publish agricultural systems work. Furthermore, publications that favor experiments isolating cause-and-effect relationships have expanded their coverage to include different types of systems-based research.

Begin planning for publication in the very early stages of the project, particularly if collaborators need to publish to receive favorable performance evaluations. Try to ensure that everyone who needs to be a first author has the opportunity to do so. This can be challenging in a complex project, so develop clear criteria for authorship that the research team agrees on. Consider using the following steps to determine authorship:
• Before addressing the details of authorship for specific papers, have an open discussion about authorship in general as it applies to the team, including a discussion of cultural norms within disciplines. The ranking and expectations of authorship can vary across disciplines; make sure that everyone becomes familiar with such differences.

• Sketch out and provide an approximate time line for the expected papers from each major section of the project.

• Identify the first author for the most straightforward cases (e.g., graduate student subprojects, components that have a clear leader).

• For projects that have an identified lead author, add the expected coauthors without determining the sequence. It usually becomes easier to determine the order of coauthors as the work progresses. When several coauthors have made equal contributions, use alphabetical listing.

• Discuss the remaining papers and determine who will contribute to the work. When assigning first authorship, consider the usual factors (e.g., level of contribution, expertise, career stage) as well as the overall distribution of authorship within the project.

• As the work progresses, revisit authorship agreements and make adjustments as needed to reflect actual contributions and avoid misunderstandings.

• As with any other type of jointly authored publication, clearly spell out the responsibilities of each author during the writing stage.
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Journals that Publish Articles on Agricultural Systems Research

- Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment
- Agronomy Journal
- Ecology and Society
- Ecological Applications
- Ecosystems
- Human Ecology
- International Journal of Agricultural Sustainability
- Journal of Environmental Quality
- Journal of Sustainable Agriculture
- Nutrient Cycling in Agroecosystems
- Organization and Environment
- Renewable Agriculture and Food Systems
- Society and Natural Resources
- Weed Science
In this handbook, we hope we have laid out in clear and simple terms the best information available on how to conduct agricultural systems research—from basic agricultural systems theory and background, to building collaborative teams, to designing and analyzing research projects.

For every bit of information we have provided, however, there is much more to learn, so please keep the following points in mind:

- Agricultural systems research is an emerging methodology, and new techniques and approaches are developed every day. Stay up to date on the literature and keep an ear out for innovations from the field, including those from farmers and extension. Consider publishing papers on methods that have worked well in your project if they are not already covered in the literature!
- Certain aspects of systems research are applicable across experiments, but each systems experiment is unique, including its boundaries, team composition, questions asked, data analyzed and final integration of results.
- As you build teams of researchers, farmers and other stakeholders, consider if the project could best be carried out by a well-balanced team of biophysical and social scientists. If so, spend some time at the very beginning recruiting across the biophysical–social divide. If your group represents only biophysical disciplines, reach out to social scientists and food system theorists. Conversely, if you are a group of social scientists, consider how you could address ecological and environmental aspects by recruiting biophysical expertise.
- Explore SARE resources at www.sare.org, which contains a vast database of projects, reports and papers summarizing SARE-funded work. Many projects under the Research and Education category have involved multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research teams with a large array of stakeholders.
- Explore other funding sources for agricultural systems research, such as those mentioned in the introduction of this manual.

Agricultural systems research can be rewarding on many levels. Because every project is unique, there may be no direct precedent for the challenges you encounter, so it will be up to you and your team to find a solution. You will have the opportunity to improve your management and teamwork skills, and you will likely learn a great deal by collaborating with partners from other disciplines and professions.

Agricultural systems research is a powerful method for solving complex problems and revealing innovative farming techniques that can have a profound impact on farmers, society and the environment. By establishing or joining a systems-oriented project, you are embarking on a true journey of discovery in both your research and your professional career.

We firmly believe that reading this book is the first bold step toward making meaningful changes in how you approach research and partnerships.

As they say, the rest is up to you.
Additional Resources

Chapter 1


The Ecological Knowledge System. 1998. Roling, N.G., and J. Jiggins. In Facilitating Sustainable Agriculture, ed. N.G. Roling, and M.A. Wagemakers, pp. 283–311. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK. This chapter outlines a rationale and framework for understanding the policy, institutional, and behavioral changes necessary for transition to sustainable agriculture. The method emphasizes that ecologically sound agriculture requires change not only at the farm level but also at higher agroecosystem levels such as watersheds and landscapes, and that interactive learning among stakeholders fosters the required innovation.

Ecology in Agriculture. 1997. Jackson, L.E., ed. Academic Press: San Diego, CA. A compilation of chapters by various authors provides examples of the application of ecological theory to agricultural systems. Ecophysiology and population and community ecology are discussed by several authors with distinct perspectives on these fields and their application to agriculture.


The Farming Systems Trial: The First Fifteen Years. 1999. Peterson, C., L.E. Drinkwater, and P. Wagoner. Rodale Institute: Kutztown, PA. An interpretive overview of the cropping systems experiment at Rodale Institute, including its design and a survey of results.


Chapter 2

Collaborative Culture

How to Make Collaboration Work: Powerful Ways to Build Consensus, Solve Problems, and Make Decisions. 2002. Straus, D. Berret-Koehler Publishers: San Francisco, CA. This concise, inspired, and easy-to-read book is well organized and clearly explains the principles and practices that support collaboration, as well as its benefits. The book is divided into three parts: (1) Fundamentals of human problem solving, (2) Principles of collaboration, and (3) Putting it all together.


Team Building


The Complete Facilitator’s Handbook. 1999. Heron, J. Kogan Page: London. This heavily referenced, well-indexed 400-page volume will interest those who aim to become proficient in the theory and practice of facilitation and would be a useful reference for anyone wanting to enhance their skills.


Groups That Work (and Those That Don’t): Creating Conditions for Effective Teamwork. 1990. Hackman, J.R. Jossey-Bass: San Francisco: CA. This is a rich and authoritative work, though not a quick and easy read. Think of it more as a text or reference book, for those who want to understand team building in some depth. We highly recommend the introductory chapter, “Work teams in organizations: An orienting framework,” for gaining a fundamental understanding of what a work team is and what it can do.


When Teams Work Best. 2001. LaFasto, F.M.J., and C.E. Larson. Sage Publications: London. This practical guide to success in collaborative teamwork is an exceptionally user-friendly resource that provides a one-page “snapshot” of points to remember about each topic addressed. It is alive with case studies and simple graphics that add context to the concepts.

Chapter 3


Methods in Ecosystem Science. 2000. Sala, O.E., R.B. Jackson, H.A Mooney, and R.W. Howarth. Springer-Verlag: New York, NY. Covers techniques commonly used to study carbon and energy dynamics as well as nutrient and water dynamics at the ecosystem scale, and gives examples of how to design manipulative ecosystem experiments. Detailed information about various methods will help researchers choose those most appropriate for their particular studies.


Chapter 4


**Chapter 5**


*Project Management for the Technical Professional.* 2001. Dobson, M.S. Project Management Institute. This book provides guidance to help technical professionals develop the necessary skills to succeed in leadership positions. Although the book is geared towards the business world, the first section provides a useful discussion of the difference between doing technical work and managing a technical project.

*Visualizing Project Management, 2nd edition.* 2000. Forsberg, K., H. Mooz, and H. Cotterman. Wiley and Sons, Inc.: Hoboken, NJ. Written by a trio of authors whose combined project management experience is unequaled in the field. The processes and techniques in this landmark book have been confirmed through the experiences of thousands of working project managers in a variety of corporations. The integrated approach presented in Visualizing Project Management is accessible and complete. This book gets very good reviews.

**Additional Readings on Social Science for Systems Research**


*Are local food and the local food movement taking us where we want to go? Or are we hitching our wagons to the wrong stars?* 2011. DeLind, L.B. *Agriculture and Human Values* 28: 273–283.


*Closing the Food Gap: Resetting the Table in the Land of Plenty.* 2008. Winne, M. Beacon Press: Boston, MA.
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Practical information for researchers, educators and extension professionals seeking to understand and apply systems research to agriculture.

Farmers today face a complicated host of environmental, social and economic pressures: protecting water and air resources, mitigating greenhouse gases, conserving biodiversity and limiting soil erosion, all while trying to make a living. These challenges are linked, yet most agricultural research of the last 80 years has approached them from a reductionist standpoint. To build truly sustainable farming systems, agricultural research must embrace a multidimensional approach known as agricultural systems research.

*Systems Research for Agriculture* outlines both the theory and practice of agricultural systems research, helping agricultural professionals to study, understand and develop economically, socially and environmentally sustainable production systems. This handbook begins with a brief introduction to the theoretical basis for agricultural systems research. It then delivers guidance on how to form effective interdisciplinary and multi-stakeholder teams, which include farmers and ranchers, and how to plan, implement and analyze systems experiments.

This handbook is essential reading for research coordinators and all other team members as they navigate the complexities of multifaceted systems projects.

“*Systems Research for Agriculture* is a valuable contribution to advancing the scientific base of systems research and provides a necessary piece of the multi-dimensional puzzle. The team-building and project-management sections are good nuts-and-bolts pieces that can be used to help maintain the kind of long-term team commitment necessary for systems research.”

—Douglas H. Constance, Professor of Sociology, Sam Houston State University

“*Systems Research for Agriculture* goes beyond theory; it’s truly a handbook—a how-to manual for everything from assembling teams and supporting communication between team members, to designing research and evaluating the results. The practical suggestions for step-by-step implementation and the specific examples of projects that tackled different aspects of systems research are very helpful. This is a much-needed resource.”

—Beth Nelson, Director of Research and Education Programs, North Central SARE